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Title word cross-reference

#1
[Ble98a, Kal98b, KS98a, RSA93f, RSA93a].
#10 [Kal98c].
#11 [Ano95j, Ano96k].
#12 [RSA99a].
#14 [BG98].
#15 [Nys99].
#3 [RSA93b].
#5 [RSA99b].
#6 [RSA93c].
#7 [Kal98f, Kal98d, RSA93d].
#8 [RSA93e].

((2^n)^m) [PSR97]. (2^n ± 1) [Zim99]. (k, n)
[KOO95b, KOO95a]. (t, n) [LWC96]. +
[Zhe97b]. $1$ [Gar97b]. 1 [JW98b].
$1$-Million [GC97]. 16 [BS93a, GC94]. 2
[JW98b, KG95, Kob91b, MVZ98, SBV99].
$29.95$ [Hatt96]. 2n [QG90]. 2R [YLD99]. 3
[Ben99, BALS99, CK95, KSW97b, Nas94,
TK99, Wors96, YY99a]. 511 [CC98]. 64

[MIM97]. 8 [Miy90]. << [Zhe97b]. 2 [TZ94].
x [Hol91]. A [BMT96]. $A + BN$ [Bak92]. $A^2$
[JS95b]. mod2^a2 [Ber93]. c [WD99b]. $\chi^2$
[HG97b]. d [BD99b]. $\ell$ [BR91]. f [DJL93].
$F_2^n$ [MVZ93]. $F_2$ [SS98a, Ler97]. $F_p$
[Miy93a]. $GD(2^n)$ [Ara93]. GF(2) [She95c].
GF(208) [Ros98a]. GF($2^m$) [FBT96]. GF(p)
[Gor93b, HNM98]. $\gg$ [GQW+91].
[Car97c, DJL93, HKS97a, HKS97b, KRR99b,
KRS97b, WDR99b]. l [HL93a, KS97b]. L2
[Vau99a]. $\lambda$ [RS99c]. L $\geq$ 2 [SvW91]. $\ll$
[GQW+91]. m [Bla94a, FR94]. N
[BS91c, BS91d, HKS97a, HKS97b, KSW99b,
KSW99c, KK98, Per93, QG90, Tak97].
$N = p^r q$ [BDHG99a, BDHG99b]. N.0.292
[BD99b]. P [BS90b]. p^q [Tak98b]. r
[BDHG99a, BDHG99b, FJRS96]. s
[YT95a, YT95b]. $s^2$ [Knu93b]. Step_k,m

1
[GC90]. \( t [\text{KOO95b, KOO95a}]. T^3 P \)
[GPSV98]. \( y^2 + axy = x^3 \pmod n \) [Koy95].
[z [MS93], \( Z/nZ [\text{CLL99, MM96b}] \), \( Z^*_n \) [ML98], \( Z_n \),
[KMOV91, OFF93, VZ97, KK98, SE96].

- [JV98b]. -Adic [KG95, Tak97]. -Bit
[QG90, MM97]. -boxes [YT95a, YT95b].
-calculation [RS99c]. -Cascades [GC90].
-Cheater [KOO95b, KOO95a]. -Codes
[JS99b, MS93]. -D [CK95, TK99].
-Decorrelation [Vau99a]. -Dependent
[DJL93]. -DES [Knu93b]. -Dimensional
[Per93]. -divisibility [FR94]. -Fields
[BMT96]. -fold [BR91]. -formulæ
[WD99b]. -Hash [BS91c, BS91d]. -means
[SBVG99]. -Round [BS93a, GC94].
-sequences [Ba94a]. -Span [HL93a].
-Tuples [FJ98]. -WAY [KSW97b].
-wheel [Car97c].

/ [Ano96k, IEE92b, IEE94c, IEE96c, IEE97i, TV94]. / [Acc97, Cla98a].

0 [CJ98]. 0-387-94441-9 [Hat96].

1 [Ano93k, CCN95, Nat95]. 1.0.1 [Sun91b].
1.2 [DD98e, DD98f, Zuk98a]. 10
[CMM93]. 101 [Hon98]. 1040 [Lin98a].

105-1
[Un98a, Un98b, Un98g, Un98j, Un98i].
105-263 [Un98i]. 105-322 [Un98g].
105-415 [Un98]. 105th [Ano98f]. 10th
[Ano93d, CMM93, IEE94c, USE96a]. 1113
[Lin98a]. 1186 [Riv90a]. 11th [SJD93]. 120
DML94]. 128-Bit
[SKW98b, DKR97b, Knm98c, Lim98,
Luc98a, Luc99a, Luc99b, SKW98c]. 12th
[Bri92, Bri93, KG96]. 130 [Ano96b]. 1320
[Riv92a]. 1321 [Riv92b]. 1334 [LS92]. 1395
[Un94a]. 13th
[IE97b, IEE97c, Sti93b, Sti94]. 1409
Bor93a]. 1411 [Bor93b]. 1412 [Ala93b].

1416 [Bor93c]. 1421 [Lin93a]. 1446
[GM93a]. 14th [Des94b, KK99]. 15
[UU97b]. 1507 [Kau93]. 1510 [KN93]. 1511
[Un93c]. 1544 [Ros93]. 15th
Cop95b, Cop95d, NIS92]. 16 [HB99]. 16-18
Q+98]. 16-bit [Bro97]. 160
[BDP97, DBP96, PBD97]. 16th
Kob96, MSD90]. 1704 [HA94a]. 1731
[Mye94a]. 1734 [Mye94b]. 17th
[He96a, Kal97c]. 180 [Nat95]. 180-1
[An95i, Nat95]. 1810 [Ton95]. 1824
[Dan95]. 1826 [At95a]. 1827 [At95b].
1828 [MS95c]. 1829 [KMS95a]. 1847
[GMCF95]. 1851 [KMS95b]. 1852
[MS95d, MS95e]. 1864 [MR95b]. 18th
[Kra98, Yua92]. 1915 [Kas96]. 1929 [Lee96].
194 [Un94a]. 1940 [CWM91]. 1961
1993 [ACM93b]. 1994
[An94e, Sim96b, Un95a]. 1995
[Ame95, Dan95]. 1995/4 [Dan95]. 1996
[An95f, UU97b]. 1997
[ACM97a, AN97, Acc97, MZ98, Un98a,
Un98c, Un98b, Un98d, Un98e, Un97b,
Un98f, Un98g, Un98i]. 1998
[ANS98b, ODP98, RD99a]. 1999 [I99a].
19th [An96a, Tv92, Wie99]. 1B [Lea99].
1st [ACM93a].

2 [BA97, DS97c, DFKN93, HG97c, HG97d].
2-6 [IEE95c]. 2-adic [GK95a]. 2-key
[HP99a, HP99b]. 2-Prover [DFK93].
2.2gn [An97f]. 2015 [Elk96]. 2040
[BR96a]. 2058 [RRS97a]. 2069
[FHHB97]. 2082 [BA97]. 2085 [OG97].
20n [DB96d]. 20th [CWM91]. 21-25
[BS95c]. 21-January [USE91]. 2104
[KBC97]. 2138 [RRS97b]. 2144 [Ada97b].
2154 [MB97]. 219 [EMC96]. 21st
[KG96, Sch96b]. 2222 [Mye97]. 2268
[Riv98a]. 2284 [BV98b]. 22nd [IEE97].
2313 [Kal98b]. 2314 [Kal98c]. 2315
[Kal98f, Kal98d]. 23rd [IEE98f]. 2402
HY98b, HY98a, JG95, KSW99b, KR96b, KOT95a, KOT95b, LL94a, LvD98, NY90, OK96b, RS93, SG98, WK97, Win93, YL97b.

Age [Bar94, SB97, Uni98, Wal95, BS97b, Car97a, Joh98, Mar95b, Uni97c, Duh90].

Agencies [MKS99]. Agency [Gar97a].


Agile [KLZL99, THP98]. Agnes [Luj98].

agnostic [JY96]. Agree [Gar97a, Ano97-27]. Agreement [BWM99a, Bor95, Bor96, Cae96b, Gar94, Gar97c, JV96, LM94b, LP99, Mau93a, MW98d, MDP94, NS98b, NS98c, BM94c, Hor98, LY93, MW98c, PW93a]. Aids [Cra92]. AIR [Ano97r, DIF94, SVA+98].

AIR-BAG [Ano97r]. Airborne [CKN99].


Albuquerque [IEE91]. aléatoire [Bou94].


algorithmic-geometric [JM96a]. ALGOL [RS99c]. Algorithm [ANS97, Ada97b, IBM93, Ano96c, Ano96e, ADEDS99, COP+95a, CD91, DK97b, DNRS97, Dra98, GX99, GK98, GT94, GN95c, HG97a, HG97b, HW98, Kali91, KY95a, KR96a, KY98, MK99b, Kob98c, Kra93, Kwa97, MD98, MW94, Mas94, Mat97, MS90b, Mom99, Nat97b, PBGV90, PRB98b, Riv92a, Riv92b, Riv95c, Riv95b, Riv98a, RC94a, RC94b, RH99, Sch93d, Sch94f, Sch95a, Sch95b, SW98e, Sch98g, SW98h, SHK99a, SW99e, SW99f, She94b, SB98, SW93, Sta99b, Swa94, TK99, THP98, VK98, Whe94, Yin97, ZY98a, BF94, BS95a, Bow93, CC98, CG94, ISO97, KN98b, JMW94, KY95b, KY97, KYxx, Kir95, LR93, LZ91a, LL93b, Lon91, LC97b, MSS93, MPL99, Mol98, Pai96, Riv90a, Riv91b, Riv95d, Sch91a, Sch94i, Tay94, Vad95, VN95, VL93, YL95b, ZW99, ZPS93].Algorithm [AA95, Acc97, LL98, Moe97, OA94, Sch93b, Sch94e, See97, Sim93, Sta94b, WSK97a, WSK97b].

Algorithm-Agile [THP98]. Algorithms [ACM97b, ANS97, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano96b, Ano97c, AMP99, Ata99, BS99a, BP98a, BR96a, Bas98, BGM97a, BGM97b, BL96b, BL96a, Buc91a, DGV92, FCD98, GL98, Gl99a, HEQL98, KM98a, KAK96, KB92, LC99, Lei99b, LD99, MT99b, PSR97, PA98a, PA98b, S93b, For98, Pre97a, PRB98b, PRB98a, QR69, RS99a, Sch94f, Sch94j, Sch94e, Sch96a, SW97a, SW97b, Sch94h, Sot98, SB99, Sp95, Ste96, VCF90, AA95, Ano90, CPP98, CMM93, CJL92, Cad96, DG, DN95b, FR95a, GP97, HJ99, HP94, Imp92, KKL99, MS99c, OS91, OS92, PV96, Q98a, Sch91b, Sm93a, Tab94, TY92, Tay90, TV94]. Alive [BK90]. All-Or-Nothing [Riv97c, Ste98b, BMM99a, BM99b, Boy99, SRY99].

 Alleged [Gol97d]. Alley [KR96a, PR98b, Sch94f, Sch95a, Sch95b, Swa94]. Alliance
GPT91a, GPT91b, Gog99, GQ95, HN99S9, HHY93, Hat97, He94, Hof99, IRM93, IR99, JDK+91, KMP99, KP99a, Ki96, KK95, LOX99, LC99, Mar98a, Man96b, Mr91a, Mun91b, NC97, PSN95b, QV90, QG95, Rog95, Rue93, SSS98, Sch96i, Sz93, SK98c, SK98b, SKIT99, VDDR99, Ara93, BY93c, BY93b, CC98, DDD95a, DDD95b, DF97, GZ91, HP94, LL97b, MW94, Nyb98, Pet91, PK97, SI93b, SRR98, SIu99, Ste99b, SW98, SW99a, TY92, Woo90].

Applications [Aga92, BGR98a, BFW99, CJR98a, CGB+93, COZ99, Cr90, Dan96, DY91a, DFGH99, Duf98, DN94, Do97, Ebe93, FMM99, Far93, Fis98, IE95a, IEE97a, IEE92b, IE94c, IEE97b, JMS96, KSHW97, KSHW98, KSW99b, KSW99c, KM96a, Knu94b, KTG91, Lan97, MS95f, OiD98, OOO90, PS96b, SY96a, TN96a, TN96b, VV98, VP96, ZYR91, vW94, vW95, ACM99c, Ad91, An98b, BM90, Ber93, BMP+97b, BY97, Boy98, BP97b, Com96, CFG96, DiD96, Dom96, Eng99, FO98, GvP98, Gre94, GS94b, HMP95, JV98a, Ka95, KW92, KG93, LC93, LN94, Lub96, Mei92, Mic97, MT98, KNC94, Ped91a, PC98, Rob95, Sch90c, Sch97c, Sha95a, SSM94, Sin95, Sta97c, SSG99, T+98, USE96e, Way98, YL93, ZY90]. Applied [BHJM99, HH98, MR95a, Sch99a, Schl94, Sch96a, Sch94b, Sha99a, FWF99, FMR99, MV97, PR98, CMM93, Dav94].


Arithmetic [BM93, BCC99, CJR98a, CJR98b, CO98a, CGB+93, COZ99, Cre90, Dan96, DY91a, DFGH99, Du98, DN94, Dwo97, Ebe93, FMM99, Far93, Fis98, IE95a, IEE97a, IEE92b, IE95c, IE97b, JMS96, KSHW97, KSHW98, KSW99b, KSW99c, KM96a, Knu94b, KTG91, Lan97, MS95f, OiD98, OOO90, PS96b, SY96a, TN96a, TN96b, VV98, VP96, ZYR91, vW94, vW95, ACM99c, Ad91, An98b, BM90, Ber93, BMP+97b, BY97, Boy98, BP97b, Com96, CFG96, DiD96, Dom96, Eng99, FO98, GvP98, Gre94, GS94b, HMP95, JV98a, Kal95, KW92, KG93, LC93, LN94, Lub96, Mei92, Mic97, MT98, KNC94, Ped91a, PC98, Rob95, Sch90c, Sch97c, Sha95a, SSM94, Sin95, Sta97c, SSG99, T+98, USE96e, Way98, YL93, ZY90]. Applied [BHJM99, HH98, MR95a, Sch99a, Schl94, Sch96a, Sch94b, Sha99a, FWF99, FMR99, MV97, PR98, CMM93, Dav94]. apply [Cl97, UU97b]. Applying [CO98a, HO96, Jan99, KMP99, MW98a, War98, ARR99].

Arresting [Mad92]. arsenal [Me98]. Art [Eri99, Lan98, NM96a, Pre98c, She92e, BFS92a, BFS92b, Beu94, B+96b, PG93d, PR98]. article [Bur98]. Artificial [An96l, SBTV99]. Arts [Tv92]. Asia [Uni98c]. ASIACRYPT
[IRM93, KM96a, PSN95b, PSN95a].
Asiacrypt'98 [OiD98]. ASIACRYPT'99
[LOX99]. Asian [GO96c]. ASICS [DN95a].
Asimov [CFK+91]. asking [MILY93].
Aspect [LL99]. Aspects [Des98c, Sch98b, Ved93, ZTR99, Kob98b, Lid90, Pos98].
Aspray [CFK+91]. Assessing [AFB95, KAK96].
Assessment [EN98, ENK99, FL93]. asset [Oko97].
assign [LL93b]. Assignment [Hwa97, RH99, GPSN97].
Assistance [IS91, HY93a, Wu92]. Assumption [Sak96, Sal98].
Assumptions [AB99a, AB99b, BD91, KRS99, NOV93, Oka93a, Sim98c].
Assurance [IEE94b, IEE96d, KYG92]. Assuring [Car95].
ASTRAL [Dan97]. Asymmetric
[BWM98, FO99b, Jak99c, JM96b, Pat96, PG97a, PG97b, PS96a, PW97b, Thu95, BR94b, BR95a, MI90].
Asymptotic [SOB98]. Asynchronous [AMP99, TY94].
AT&T [SSM94]. Athena [DS90b]. Athens [Kat97].
Atlanta [ACM99b]. Atlantic [Bra94b]. ATM
[PS98c, PS98d, PS98e, PS98f, PS99a, PS99c, PS99b, PS99e, THP+98, VSH97]. atomic
[BBS98b]. Attack [BP98b, Ber97c, dBB91, BDF98, CG99, CS91, CML99, Cop94b, CS98b, DBC+99, Dod96b, EH96, GC91, GC94, HK90, JK97, KSW98a, KSW98b, LA98, LD98, M199, Mis97, MS98, OM94, PBGV90, RS91, SMK98a, SK98c, SK98b, TOU94, Wag99a, BP98c, BB95b, BK95a, BQ97, HA94b, Hor98, JG95, Kuh98, KO95a, KOT95b, LG90, Lon91, Low95, MRS99, MY93a, Men95b, Miy90, RS98f, SNT93, SG98, SGS99, dB91, vOW91].
Attack-Resistant [LA98]. Attacking
[ESST99, LUC98c, SH95a, SH95b, IEE97c].
Attacks
[BQ95b, BQ95a, BBS99b, BK98d, BW99, BWM99b, BLE98a, Bon99, BKR97, CT994, CJR99a, CSV94, CNS99b, CMY98, Dae99, Dan91b, DY91f, FY95b, FG98, GGO99, GQW91, GS99b, HGS98, HK98, Hwa92a, HC98a, Jas96, JS95b, JJJ99a, JJJ99b, Jut98, KSW98d, Koc96b, Kwa93, KS97c, LR96, LL94a, Luc98b, MDS99, MSK99b, PV97, PK95a, PK95b, Pen96, PAK98, PW93a, SVx91, TJ99, Wa90, WK97, WZ98, Wol98, YY97b, ZS93, Bih94a, CP94, Cop94a, GO95, HY98b, HY98a, HLL+95, JS95a, KL95b, KM96b, Koc95, LM93c, NY90, OY91, SNT95, Tze99, TH99, YL97b, dV98, vT93].
Attaining [LL94a, ZS93, CP94]. Attempt
[MS99b]. Attitudes [CF99, Jun99, MI99].
Attorney [Mer97]. attract [MB99a].
attractions [BDC+99]. Attract [MB99a].
attribute [EC96, Ho99].
Attribute-Efficient [Hof99]. attributed
[Lea90]. Auction [PUF99]. Auctions
[Nur94, SS99a, SS99f, MB99a]. Audio
[An98f, BTH96, DH98a, NH98, NI98, BP98d, CKLS96c, SNT98, BCS97]. Audio-
[BCS97]. Audiovisual [PMP99]. Audit
[SK99, Yaa99a, Yaa99b, Ana93d, SS96].
Auditability [VNM95]. Auditable
[ST99a]. Auditing [SK97c].
auditorialization [HW91]. Auditorium
[IEE99b]. Aufenthaltsorts [FT95].
Augmented [BD98, KT98]. August
[B+96b, Bri92, Bri93, BS95e, Cop95b, Cop95d, Des94b, IE98b, Kal97c, Kob96, KP99b, Kra98, MSD90, Nat98, RD99a, St93b, ST94, TM99, USE90, USE98a, USE98b, USE99a, Wie99, Yaa92].
AUSCRYPT [SP90, ZS93].
Austin
[An94d, IEE98c]. Australasian [VPM97].
Australia [DG96, GN95b, KG93, KK99b, MSD90, PSN95b, SP90, ZS93, VPM97].
Australian
[CFK+91, GN95b, Cae96a, Orl96]. Austria
[BS95e]. Authenticated
[BF97a, BWM98, BWM99a, BZ97, CH97, Dan95, HC96a, JN96, LG97, Mau97a, RH93, CKWH96, BSNP96a, BSNP96b, BF99b, BR97b, Dv92, HY98b, HY98a, Yaa99].
Authenticating [ADS99, He98a, KS99a,
Mit92a, SK96a, LC94a. Authentication [ABKL91, ABKL93, AGS97, ATAY98, ADKN90, AB99a, AB99b, Ano94j, AS96, Atr95a, AR98, AC97, BA97, Bakh99, Bal99, Bec99, BR97a, BG90, BR94a, BCK96d, BCK96c, BM91a, BGS98, BR91, BBDF97, BH11a, Bis91, BHK11a, BGH91, Bis91, BHK99, BWM98, Ble98b, BV98b, Bor96, Bor93a, Bor93c, Boy92, Bru98, BAN90, CV93, CGM97b, COZ99, DLF97, DVPL92, DVW90, DY91f, DvW92, Dra99, DMFB97, BM91a, BGS98, BR91, BBDF97, BGH91, Bis91, BHK99, BWM98, Ble98b, BV98b, Bor96, Bor93a, Bor93c, Boy92, Bru98, BAN90, CV93, CGM97b, COZ99, DLF97, DVPL92, DVW90, DY91f, DvW92, Dra99, DMFB97, DS97d, Dwo95, ECM96, EPR99b, EPR99a, FGS96, fFl990, FHHB97, FL96, GHY90, GLZ99, GL96, Geh94, Geh95, GM90, Go90a, GBL94, Gue98b, Gui97, HK97, HA94a, HS94, HL92, Hill97, HP98b, Ins95, IH98, JS92a, Joe94, Koh95, KH94, KNS93, KCC94a, KCC94b, Kra95, KBC96, KBC97, Kuru94, KY92, KY92, KS97c, LABW91, LABW92, Lee96a. Authentication [LW91, Lie93, Lin93c, Lin93a, LS92, MB94a, Man96a, MAM95, McM96, Mee98, MS95c, MS95d, MW99, TMT92, Mor97, Mye94a, Mye97, NP97, OG97, OK91, OM94, Opp96, PKOT94, PS98c, PLWSN99, P991, PGV93c, Pre98a, Pre98c, MS95e, RS99b, RRSW97a, RRSW97b, Rsg95, SNT93, S939, ST94, SNT95, SNW98a, SNW98b, SSH93, SS96, SP99, SA95, SC96a, SC96, Sch94, Sch93, Sga90, Sga91b, She97, She95a, She96, Sim96b, SVxW91, SW94c, SKAM99, Sti91b, SL99, TAB90, Tay95, TN99, Tum99, Ude98, Van93, Van93, Wai93, WKG97, WK96, WABL93, WABL94, WL92b, WL92a, WL92c, Wn96, Wn94a, Wn94b, ZG96, AG95, ABC+98, Ano97d, Atr93, BSNP97, BGR95, BCK98, BCX9c, BCX9d, BH+95a, B99a, Car94, CW97, CGM96, D990, D993, DH96b, Gu90, HS96b, Hor95, HC95b. authentication [HLL+91, HW98c, JC98, JC90, KC95, KW92, KNT94, KO95b, LC96a, LL95b, Lin88a, Lin89a, Low95, MSN97, MF97, Men91, MC96, Nac93, NT94, PS98c, PS98f, PS98h, RS98a, RS98f, Sg91a, Sga93, SY96b, Sta99b, Sti91a, Sun98b, Syv93, Tsu92b, Tsu92a, TH99, Ver98b, WL94, X98, Xie98, YL97a, YL97b, You97, Zuk98b, ZH93, vT93, Mye94b, Ala93b, Bor93b, WL92a. Authentications [OO90, KSL92]. Authenticator [Zuk98a]. Authenticators [DF91a, SN96]. Authenticity [BK90, Lud97, MI90, Way91]. Authentication [Fly97]. author [Lea90]. Authorisation [COZ99]. authorities [Ame95, Ame96a]. authority [CFSY96, CGS97, JMO95a]. Authorization [BAPS95c, Cas95, FL96, W80a]. Auto [YY98, YY99]. auto-certifiable [YY98c]. Auto-Recoverable [YY99b, YY98c]. Automata [BI95, BG98, GOL92, HH99, KPR99, KV94, MC92, NC97, vWN99, Bao94, B949, BMP97b, BK98f, DYL98, NKC94, Sin99, CKF91]. Automated [Dan97, FIP93a, FSN93, FK99, GSN94, GDS91, She96a, SPGV98, VDDR99, WG99, CD98a]. Automatic [CWM91, MM99a, Na97, SK97b, SK97a, Sch99k, WKHG97, DF98, OA99]. Automating [Bur99, Sm93a]. Automation [Des99a]. Automaton [DD93, Gys96, DW96, MIZ98, Tao94, TCC97, TC99b]. automorphisms [VP96]. Autonomous [CKN90, RZ99]. autoscritcher [Dea98a, CF92, Cra92]. aux [Bec90]. Available [DD98c]. Avalanche [Cus96, CS96c, HT95, O’C94, ZZ95, SZZ94a, SZZ95b, YT96]. avant [Blo98a]. AVBPA [BC97]. Average [DLP93, Kob99]. average-case [AD99]. Avoided [NMR95]. avoiding [ZW99]. Award [Pin98]. Awarded [DD98b]. Awards [Eri97a]. Aware [BCC99]. Away [DD99]. Axis [AK99]. AXYTRANS [GBC93]. azo [SBTV99].

b [Cli97, UU97b, Ano99e, HS90, Lam99].
B-Trees [HS90]. ba [IPdNbbprm91].
Babbage [Fra93]. Back
[GC97, GO96c, WSFC99, IEE97e, WG97].
Backup [Mah96]. backwards
[BKR98a, BKR98b]. Bacon [Lea90]. Badge
[WHFG92]. BAG [Ano97r]. Baker [PS96b].
Bal [IPdNbbprm91]. Balance [RG99].
balanced [MCD98b, YT95a, YT95b].
Balatonfured [Rue93]. Ballot [CFSY96, BT94]. Ballots [Sal91].
Baltimore [ACM90, Ano96a, NIS92, USE92b]. Ban
[Gar97a, BP98f, XZZ97]. BAN-like
[XZZ97]. Bandwidth
[Bla96a, Bla96b, JMP98, MM92b, Sim98b]. Bandwidth-Efficient
[JMP98]. Banking
[Chi92]. Barbara [Bri92, Bri93, Cop95b, Des92, RCM99]. Based
[Des92, ADES99, BDPS95, BG90, BJY97, BS99b, BS99c, Ben99, BLM94, BBT94, BMT96, Bie98, BPR99, BMS94, BM96b, BM96c, Bie98a, BP99f, Bol98a, Bol98b, Bra95b, BP97c, CC99b, CS91, Cre97, DGV93, Dae95, Dan95, DNM98, DSSB95, DS96, DPP90, DMP98, DDM97, DQ94, Dem94, DF99, EKLM99, EN98, EN99, FCH99, FBS97, FK99, FMY98, FJM96, FBS98, FR95d, GKR97, GJKGR99, GRB99, GN95c, Gys96, Hes97, HPS98, HJPT98b, JO97, Jia99, JSZ94, J99a, KKS97, Kal98e, KR98, Kim93, KG95, KP96a, K97, KM99b, KA99, KMOV91, Kra94b, KH98b, LM93a, LM93b, LHY93, LL97a, Len99a, LW91, Liu98, MNSV97, MD99, MR95a, Mau93a, MM96a, MM99b, MM99b, MG91, MM99b, Mue99, MM99b, Miu99, NMR95, NM99, NOVY93, NS98a, Nec96]. Based
[NS97b, NM98, OM98, OO93, OFF93, vO91a, Pau99d, Pen96, PL94, PR299, Poi99, PB99a, PV98, PK99, Pre97a, PMP99, RSA99b, Ros98a, SSN98a, SCT99, SC96a, SPS97, SE96, SJS98, She92e, Sho96, SM91, ST91, SSN99, SKIT99, SZT98a, Var99b, WCS95, WD99b, WS99, YKB94, YY97b, ZL99, vO91h, Ala93a, AW95, Ale98, AAPS92, BSN96a, BSN96b, BSN97, BDHIJ97, BBC98, BSB97, BCD98a, Bea97a, BBI90, BCB97, BMP97a, BBL95, BFKL94, BCCG99, CC99a, CPS95, Cha95a, CW97, CS97c, CCH98, CLL99, CD95, Cus95, DD95, FSS94, FGY96b, FGY96a, GM91, GH99, G95a, HZ93, HY93b, Hae99, HSW96, He92, HI97, HLMW93, HM94, HMP95, HW98a, HJPT98a, Hwa92a, Hwa92b, Hwa92c, Hwa93, IS99, JJ95, J95, J90, JY98, KM99a, KSL92, KM99d, Kuy95, Ku92, KH97]. based
[KK96, LRW93, LvdLB96, LS98a, LHW99, LZ90, L9CL95, MRS99, MS98a, MLA91, Mau91b, Mch92, MZ98, MM95, MTN97, Mu92, MVZ98, NS97c, NR95, OFH99, OU98b, Ole95, Pat91b, Pat91a, PS97, PC98, PGCSN96, PBBC97, Por93, PGV91, PGV93b, PGV94, RP95b, SV94, SV95a, Sha94, SRR98, Sim89c, SM90, SS95b, SS95c, SM98b, Son99, SK94, Ste95, SS98b, SZT98b, Tan90, TA97, TAP90, TC91, VNM99, Ven92, Wan92a, WKH97, Wil93a, WWH95, XA98, YWC97, YK99, Dhe98, Por93, TY98b, TY98a]. Bases
[BCE94, MSDS90, Yua92]. Basic
[CF99, Des98a, vdL98, OK98, YHK99, Zie97, van98, BDH197, Rac90, dVdV98, He98b]. Basics
[BGR98a, By93c, By93b, BFP99, Fia90, Fia97, BGR98b, YL95a]. Battle
[Ban93, Gar97a, Gar97b, Gar98b, SB97, Fro96]. battleships [Jar97]. Bayesian
[BBDF97, Jen99]. BCH [CC98, FC94]. Be
[BF99a, BV98c, Cha93, CD98b, DY91f, EvH91, GSV99, NMR95, Way93c, Ano90, Ano95c, Ano98h, CP91, Cs95, Ev92, EvH93, LF97, NMV95a, NMV95b, NOVY93, Pel97, Pel98, Pel99, Pel99b, Pel99c].
Ros98c, Sch91b, Sim98c, van97a. Beach [IEE97f]. Beacon [JSZ94]. Beans [NK98b]. Bear [AB96a]. Beaufort [Fra93].

Beach [IEE97f]. Beacon [JSZ94]. Beans [NK98b]. Bear [AB96a]. Beaufort [Fra93]. Been [MLLG95]. Before [Ano96d, CFK91, Blo98a, Blo98b, Blo98c, Uni97a, Uni98c, Uni98d, Uni98e, Uni96b, Uni97b, Uni98b, Uni97c, Uni95a, Uni98k].

Begin [Ano93a]. Begins [Gar98b]. Beguin [NS98b, NS98c]. Beguin-Quisquater [NS98c].

Behavior [FM98a, SCT99]. Behavioral [Moc97, Ale97]. Behaviour [HJTW99, HN94]. behind [Car97b].


Best [FJM96, Rit99, Bax97]. Better [BF99a, Cha93, DQ93]. Between [BFS96, Mar98b, MW99, RCM99, SZZ95c, BS99b, BS99c, BMS96, CV95, Gal99, HT99, IKM99, Kem99, KM99c, LC97a, Mat95, Pes97, SF93a, ZM91].

Beyond [BGK99, FKM98, Fuc99, Gar98a, GK99a, Opp97].

Bi [FOO91]. Bi-Proof [FOO91]. Biased [BN6, TS98, Ueh95]. bibliography [LIE93, SAB94]. Bicentenary [CFK91]. bid [Ano94b]. bidirectional [Mit92a]. Big [Hat96, Wai95, Hof95, Kal93b, Des96a].


Billions [WSFC99]. Binary [BLLV98, Gar97b, Gol96b, KT93, GLV99, SK94d].


bis [SM98b]. Bisimulation [AG98a, AG98b].

Bit [Bur99, CWM+91, DF92, IOS94, MSN99, PF94, QG90, Sa98, SKW+98b, S99].

ZYWR91, Bro97, DKR97b, HNM98, ISO97, Knu98c, Lim98, Luc98a, Luc99a, Luc99b, MMI97, MLLG95, PC98, Sch94b, SKW+98c].

Bit-level [DF92]. Bit-Sliced [PF94]. Bits [BV96, BDF98, FS97b, VVD90, CDE+96, HN98, CH94b]. bitstream [HC97e]. Black [BL96b, BL96a, SV94, SV95a, Yar90, YY96, YY98d, YY98b, BD98b]. Black-Box [BL96b, BL96a, YY96, YY98d, YY98b].

Blacklisting [KRS99]. Blackmailing [Jak95].

BlackNet [MLL95]. Bletchley [Ano97-28, Cla98b, HS93, Smi98b]. Blind [CPS95, Eri97b, JLO97, LK99, LR98, NMV98, NMV99, Oht98, PS96c, RGV97, SY96a, SYM98, HMP95, Tra97, XA98].

blindfolded [JY96]. Blinding [Bra95c, Kra99, FY95c].

Block [AB96a, ABK98b, ABK98c, BKR94, BAK98, CDN98, Cle91, CJM95, DGV94a, DKR97b, DKR97a, DR99a, DDNM98, De 99, DW94, JK97, Jak98, KR94a, KV99, Knu94b, KP96a, Knu98b, Knu98c, Knu99b, Knu99c, Knu99d, Kob99, LM93a, LM93b, LM91b, Lim98, Luc98a, Luc99a, Luc99b, MNSV97, Mat94, Mat96a, Mat97, MT99a, MSK99b, Pat99, Pre97a, QG90, RRS98, Rob95a, SZ96, Sch94b, SK96c, SK96d, SKW+98b, SKW+98c, SKW+98e, SKW+8f, Sch99d, Vau98b, Y96, YL98, YL97c].

Block-Ciphering [Mas94].
[MB99a]. Byte [Mas94, PV98, YLCY98a, YLCY98b, CFK+91]. Byte-Oriented [Mas94, YLCY98a, YLCY98b]. Bytes [Yuv97]. Byzantine [Bea92, Bor95].


California [ACM93b, ACM98a, And96c, CFK+91, Chr99b, Go96d, Lom97, RBCE99, Sch94].
came [Fro96]. Camera [Fri93, SKWH96].

Campbell [CFK+91]. Campbell-Kelly [CFK+91]. Campus [WN94]. Can [Ano93c, BF99a, CP91, Cha93, CD98b, CMYY97, DY91f, EvH91, GS99, NMR95a, NMR95b, NMR95, Riv98b, Sim98c, Ste95, BGV97a, CG05, Ev92, EvH93, LF97, NOVY93, Sch91b, Ude98, Way95].

Canada [ACM94c, CFG96, GS94b, IEE94f, IEE96d, TM99, Yua92, Rob98b, Tsa98].


Cards [Ano96b, Ano99d, BDB92, Cha99a, CM99c, Con98, Con99a, Con98, CH99a, DJ98d, DJ98d, DJ98b, DJ98, De97, De98, Fan96, FW91, FGPL96a, FGPL96b, FOM91, GL96, Gut98a, HKQ99, JT97a, Koe99, KCCT94a, KCCT94b, MSN99, Mye96, NM96b, PV98, Roh99, SKW*98d, SS99a, Sch90b, SR96, Smi98a, Taa99, VV98, ABKL91, ABKL93, Ale97, Ano98h, BGV97a, Bro97, CJRR99b, DS98a, Dhe98, DT98b, DF97, Gau97, T997, AG99, Bak99, BF99a, Gir99, GST96, LW99, NFQ99].

deT0AP [SGPV98]. Carmichael [Pin97]. carrier [SVWM95, SOB98, VSB95]. Carry [SM91, DF92]. carry-save [DF92].

Cartesian [DVW90]. cascade [BCK96b, BCK96c, YL93]. Cascades [GC90, Men95b]. Case [ABDV98, BY93a, BGG94, BR95b, BGM97a, BGM97b, BPR99, DSSB95, Duh90, FL99b, FR95d, GR99, GM99a, LBHM99, Mad92, MD90, MR95a, Mar98a, PK99, Riv98c, Var99b, AD97, AD99, BHR99, DFL93, LMS97].

Case-Based [DSSB95, FR95d, GR999, MD90, MR95a, PK99, Var99b].

case/average [AD99].

case/average [AD97].

Cases [BMC95, Blo99]. Cash [BFP99, Bra95b, Cha93, DFT97, DT98a, EN98, EN99, FO97, Jak99b, LR98, NMV98, O90, STS99a, STS99b, Tra99].
Yac99a, Yac99b, AMS96, VNM99]. CASL
[Mos99]. CAST [Ada97a, Ada97b, Ada98, KSW97a, KSW97b, MSK98]. CAST-128
[Ada97b]. CAST-256 [Ada98]. casting
[Pit96a]. cataloguing [DSSZ99]. catch
[Way93b]. catching [WS96c]. Caught
[Mei98]. Causal
[RG95]. Cautionary
[KM92, Roh99, CJRR99b, RS98f]. Cautious
[Gla99b]. CBC
[BR96a, KMS95a, MD98, PA98a]. CBC-Mode
[PA98a]. CBCM
[BK98a, BK98b]. CBR
[GAO94, FCS97, Ev92, Kuk99]. CFR
[UU97b, Cli97]. Chaffing
[Riv98d]. chain [JVF98a]. Chaining
[BKR94, CMJ95, Jas96]. Chains
[YY98a, dR95]. Challenge
[Ano97c, Ano97w, BCE+C94, DDJ98c, DDJ98f, Sim96b, WD98, Wir98, BT97, Ano97e]. Challenges
[Ano98c, BS97b, GB98, McC96, Cer97, FM98b]. Challenging
[CM99d]. Chamber
[Yar90]. Chameleon [AM97]. chan
[XtTm94]. Chance [GB98]. Chang
[Bur94a, Bur94b, HLC96]. Chang-Wu-Chen
[Bur94a, Bur94b]. Change
[FY99, Wal99b, MW98a]. changeable
[HYLT99]. changing
[MW98a]. Channel
[AO96, AIP96, ADE96, B99, Bro94, KSW98a, KSW98b, KSW98c, MM92a, MM92b, OKST97, WB92, BM95, FC94, PS97, Pf95]. Channels
[BDI+W96, Cre97, Des96a, vD97, KI97, Lip94, MM96a, MK94, MM94, PN92, SI94, Sch94c, Sim93, Sim96a, Sim97, VN95, WD99a, Des96b, Gr98, Mau91c, SI93b, Sch93b, Sim94c, Sim98a, Sim98b, Tod97, YL97a]. Chaocipher
[Joh98]. Chaos
[BGR94, BLM94, Ano96b]. Chaotic
[Bih91, GKS97, HNS91]. Chaotic-Map
[Bih91]. CHAP
[Sim96b]. Chapter
[Kal97b]. chapters
[Tat98, Tat99]. Character
[BH99, Sab94]. Characterisation
[KMH99, Kob91b, MVZ98, SS98a]. Characteristics
[Fer98, Kuu93b, ZZZ95c, She95a, ZZZ95]. Characterization
[BSS99b, BS99c, CDD99, DFP99, Ito91, PLWSN99]. Characterizations
[FY97, St91a]. Characterizing
[LPN95, Pro91]. Charles
[LP98]. Charlesworth
[WZ95]. Charon
[Atk93]. Chasing
[GAR97b]. chausses
[Sch98c]. chausses-trappes
[Sch98c]. Cheap
[LT98]. cheaper
[Sch98c]. Cheaply
[Ano93j, Str93a, Str93b]. Check
[KDO95b, KDO95a, LSH9b, HLC96, HLC96]. Cheating
[GP99, Rab94, OK96b]. Check
Checkers [Fis97, KA91]. Checking [BGR98a, Bol98a, Bol98b, BDL97, FL99b, FGY96a, GMV98, PV98, BCR98, FGY96b, MHPS96, MW94]. Checks [DT98a, PK95a, PK95b, Pen96]. Checksum [PBGV90, LRW93]. Chen [Ala97, Bur94a, Bur94b]. CHES [KP99b]. Checks [DT98a, PK95a, PK95b, Pen96]. Checksum [PBGV90, LRW93]. Chen [Ala97, Bur94a, Bur94b]. CHES [KP99b]. Checks [DT98a, PK95a, PK95b, Pen96]. Checksum [PBGV90, LRW93].
[BK98f]. Computable [DSV99].
Computation [BM99a, BM99b, CH98, Cra99, FH98, FH94, GM93b, HHT93, HHT97, HCY96a, KR94c, LO91a, LYH93, LL95a, Mon93, Mor98, PK95a, PK95b, SSN98a, Wat91, ARRW99, Ata99, BHKR95, BM94c, CL97a, GM95b, Hor98, LY93, MILY93, PW93a, Shp99a, Xie92].
Computational [CH96, HKL94, Kos97, KRS99, PG90, Sab94, TGKI99, BC95a, Ger99b, McC90b, Pom90a, SS95a].
Computationally [WP90].
Computations [Cha90, CDD+99, Mas91].
computed [Ev92, EvH93].
Computer [ACM93a, ACM94a, ACM97a, Ano93d, Ano97-29, Ano98b, Bac95, BK90, Ber96b, Bre99, CWM+91, CO98, De 98a, De 93b, De 98c, DQ93, Des92, DEQ92, FJM+96, GMV98, HM91, HM92, Hig97a, Hig97b, Hor94, IEE92a, IEE92b, IEE92c, IEE93b, IEE93c, IEE94b, IEE94d, IEE94f, IEE96a, IEE96c, IEE97b, IEE97d, IEE98a, IEE99a, KK99b, LBMC94, LC95, MDP94, NIS92, Nac97, Neu92, OD99, PGV93d, Q+98, Sal91, SSS98, SK96a, SK99, Ste91, SL93, VGP93, Ver98a, VG99, Wh90, AFB95, Ano93k, AC97, Bur98a, Car97c, Car98, CW91a, Coh94, GBL94, Gru98, HLLC96, IEE92d, IEE95c, Joc98, LS98a, LFSY94, LC96b, LC96c, NT94, Nis91, PR98, Riv98c, Shp99a, UFC94, Wil93a, Woe97, Wuo90].
Computer-Related [De 93b, De 98c].
Computerized [Ive91].
Computers [???97, BF99a, CWM+91, HM96, Kan96, Sch98c, CFK+91].
Computing [ACM90, ACM91, ACM93b, ACM94c, ACM95, ACM96b, ACM97c, ACM98a, ACM98b, ACM99b, Bak92, BDDG99, BV96, Bra94a, CFK+91, DJD98d, DJD98b, DDJ99, Dwo95, FP99, GC98, GN95b, IEE94e, IEE95b, Kon95, Law98, MMM+98, Mau94, MW99, NS98a, PEN96, RS99d, Sch94a, TK99, Tes98, USE96c, VMS97b, BGT96, CWM+91, DiDPS96, FM91, FJV97, HK99b, HC95a, KG93, LS98a, Pf97, Sch90c, Sch97c, VMS97a, CFK+91, PH91].
COMSEC [Mye98]. concatenated [LYG94].
concealed [Ano97i, CZ90, Lea90].
Concealing [CD97, Ben94, Juh97b].
Concept [Lin98, GM91, HLC99, YKY99].
ConConcept-Based [YKY99]. Conception [NS98a].
Concerning [Cle91, Hub91, FR94, Fri96, GHS93, Gro94, Sim98b].
Conciliation [BBDF97].
Concrete [OO98, BCK96c, BDJ97].
Concurrency [SG99b, IEE94b].
Concurrent [BMT98, DO99, DS98b, RS99c, Zwi98, ARK99].
condition [Sta96b].
Conditional [DOR99, GKG99a, KS97a, KG99].
conditionally [Des90b].
Conditions [GS99a, Rus93b, Gua99].
Conducts [Law98].
Conference [ACM93a, ACM94a, ACM97a, AR97, Ano95l, Ano96i, Ano96a, ???97, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97a, Ano98a, Ano99a, AA97, BCB97, Boy95a, Bri92, Bri93, BS95e, CH96, Cha91, Cop95d, DDJ98a, Dan96, ES98, Far93, Fra99, Fun97, GN95b, GQ95, Hir97, Hir98, IEE95a, IEE97a, IEE99b, IEE93c, IEE94b, IEE94c, IEE94e, IEE94f, IEE96b, IEE97b, IEE97c, IEE97d, IEE97g, IEE97i, IEE97k, IEE98c, IEE98f, IEE98e, IERM93, KG96, Kat97, KM96a, Kra98, LO99, LP99, Mau96b, MSD90, NS92, Nat98, Nat99b, Nyb98, OW95, OiDP98, PSN95b, QG95, RD99a, RD99b, Sch94m, SJ97, SIK93, Sti93b, Sti94, T+98, USE91, USE92a, USE94, USE95a, USE96a, USE99b, USE99d, Wal99a, Yu92, ACM99c, Ano93d, Boy95b, BD95b, Cop95b, Dar97, DC96, Des94b, HQ97, HI97, IEE92d, IEE95c, IEE96f].
conference [IEE98b, Kal97c, KG93, Kob96, LM98a, SP90, Ste99b, USE96f, USE98c, USE98d, VPM97, Wie99, Ano95f].
Conferences [BDHK93, MZ98, Sch95f].
Conferencing
confidence [Chi99a, Chi99b, Graxx].

Confident [Jan95]. Confidential
[Bet95b, Bet95a, vD97]. Confidentiality
[Ano98j, Jac96, Riv98d, ZG96, FT95, MI90]. Configurable [VMS97b, VMS97a].

configuration [Hi97]. Confirmer
[Oka94, Cha95b, MS98b]. conflict [All97].

Conflicts [ACM94b]. Confounder [BTD98].

confrontation [Za97]. Confusion [GC97].
Cong [Mye98]. Congressional
[Smi97a, UU97a]. congruence [Sch91a].
Congruent [Kra90]. Conic
[Cao99, Mra95]. Conjecture
[Jia99, GHS93, Ili94]. Conjectures [KP95].
Connect [Lic94]. Connection
[Kas96, CV99]. Connections
[RSG98, SGR97, Yu94a, Yu94b].

Connectivity [Pit96b]. Consequences
[KP95, Sim94a]. Conservation [Bro94].

Considerations [Cra96, Hub91, Mos98],
Bas95, Bou94, SY92, YSS99, Bou94].

Considered [LT91]. Considering [HH94].
Considers [Ano95]. consistency [ZYR90].

Conspiracy [WK97, Scu92]. Constitutional
[Bas95]. Constrained
[Gol96b, Has99]. Constraint
[S95, WS99, GMLH94].

Constraint-Based [WS99]. Constraints
[DS98b, Ou99, Koz96]. construct
[Lon92, Sun91a, ZH98]. Constructed
[Rus93a]. Constructing
[Ada97a, AB99a, AB99b, DT93, Gal99],
KTM9a, Koh91b, XL98, ZZ96].

Construction [BCK96c, BR99a, BR99b],
CNST98, vD95a, DS999, EM93, GPSNW98,
Joh94, Kim93, KYDB98, NR98, SXW91,
ZMI90, BCK96a, BCK96b, BCK96c, B93,
MPL99, OS91, OS92, Pet91, vD95b].

Constructions [AVH98, ABDS96, KRS99],
SNW98a, vHPP93, MS98b, SC97].
Consumer [IEE97g, IEE99c]. contactless
[DS98a]. contain [Lea90]. Contemporary
[Kma99b, Sim92]. Content

[Ano99e, KBRS97, WW98a, Lam99].
Confidence [Chi99a, Chi99b, Graxx].

Confident [Jan95]. Confidential
[Bet95b, Bet95a, vD97]. Confidentiality
[Ano98j, Jac96, Riv98d, ZG96, FT95, MI90]. Configurable [VMS97b, VMS97a].

configuration [Hi97]. Confirmer
[Oka94, Cha95b, MS98b]. conflict [All97].

Conflicts [ACM94b]. Confounder [BTD98].

confrontation [Za97]. Confusion [GC97].
Cong [Mye98]. Congressional
[Smi97a, UU97a]. congruence [Sch91a].
Congruent [Kra90]. Conic
[Cao99, Mra95]. Conjecture
[Jia99, GHS93, Ili94]. Conjectures [KP95].
Connect [Lic94]. Connection
[Kas96, CV99]. Connections
[RSG98, SGR97, Yu94a, Yu94b].

Connectivity [Pit96b]. Consequences
[KP95, Sim94a]. Conservation [Bro94].

Considerations [Cra96, Hub91, Mos98],
Bas95, Bou94, SY92, YSS99, Bou94].

Considered [LT91]. Considering [HH94].
Considers [Ano95]. consistency [ZYR90].

Conspiracy [WK97, Scu92]. Constitutional
[Bas95]. Constrained
[Gol96b, Has99]. Constraint
[S95, WS99, GMLH94].

Constraint-Based [WS99]. Constraints
[DS98b, Ou99, Koz96]. construct
[Lon92, Sun91a, ZH98]. Constructed
[Rus93a]. Constructing
[Ada97a, AB99a, AB99b, DT93, Gal99],
KTM9a, Koh91b, XL98, ZZ96].

Construction [BCK96c, BR99a, BR99b],
CNST98, vD95a, DS999, EM93, GPSNW98,
Joh94, Kim93, KYDB98, NR98, SXW91,
ZMI90, BCK96a, BCK96b, BCK96c, B93,
MPL99, OS91, OS92, Pet91, vD95b].

Constructions [AVH98, ABDS96, KRS99],
SNW98a, vHPP93, MS98b, SC97].
Consumer [IEE97g, IEE99c]. contactless
[DS98a]. contain [Lea90]. Contemporary
[Kma99b, Sim92]. Content

[Ack98, JPLJ99, KR98, MW98b, MR95b],
PMP99, Ros93, SC96a, Way93a, SNT95].

Content-Addressable [Way93a].

Content-Based [PMP99]. Content-MD5
[MR95b, Ros93]. Contents [vHH97].

Context [COZ99, MM96a, Des90b, Des90a, Ili94].

Context-Based [MM96a]. context-free
[Ili94]. Continue [Ano96k]. Continued
[KE97]. Continues
[An97y, An97z, An98h, DDJ98d, An96i].
Continuous [BP95a, NHB98, She95a].

Contours [LFC99]. Contract
[GJM99a, GJM99b, KHB99]. Contractor
[KHB99]. Contracts [Ped99]. Contrast
[HKS97a, HKS97b]. Contrast-Optimal
[HKS97a, HKS97b]. Contribution
[Lud97, SS97, AK98, Blo98b].

carbohydrates [Hil94]. Control
[ABL93, Ban93, BDPSNG97, DFTY97],
FY99, FL96, Hwa97, JPLJ99, Kas96, KA99,
KKW99, Lin98, Mey96, NW98, NAA99,
NS98a, FRAM98, Per99, STS99b, She93a,
She93b, Sim90b, Sim91, ZH98, ACC99,
Ano93d, BG96, CWM91, CS96b, CS97b,
CW94, LL93b, LM93c, Mat91, MLA91,
RO96, RT93, SS96, Uni97d, WW91].

Controllable [CTT94]. Controlled
[GPR98, GO96b, Gol94, Jak99c, SKB9x,
GM91, GO95, Men95b]. Controller
[CIBM99, FCH99]. Controls
[Ame96b, Ban94, Cil97, UU97b].

Controversy [Law98]. Convention
[An94d, An96a, An98f, IEE96f, NIS92].

Conventional [PRB98a]. Convergence
[GC97, Mos98]. Conversation [Woe97].

Conversational [LTE99]. conversion
[Sab94]. Convert [Pet98]. Convertible
[BCDP91, DP96]. Convolutional
[Cha99c, JJ99b, TY94]. Cool [An99c].

Cooperative [Oh99]. Coordinating
[Lee99b]. Coordination [COZ99, FL99a].
Cope [WI99, HJKY95]. Coprocessor
WFS98, WSD+98, Wag98b, Wag98a, WFS99, Wag99b, WSDK99, Wag99c, Wic90, Wie90b, Wie90a, WBDY98, YLD99, YLH98, ZYR91, Ada92, Alv98b, BSN95, BB94, Ber93, BS90a, BS91e, BS91f, Bih92, Bih95b, Bih98b, BK98e, Bir99, BD95a, Bowxx, Bur98a, CV95, CD98a, Cra92, DYL98, FSN93, Fri92a, Fri92b, Fri96, GSN94, GM91, GoI95b, Gol98b, Gol92, Gol99c, HKM95, Jak99a, Kal98b, KY95b, KR95a, KYxx, KSW97a, KSW97b, KR96c, Kos7, Kuk99, Lan95, LS98a, Lew92, Mat93, Mih96, Mil92, Moh92, Mor92, NS97c.

cryptanalysis
[OC95, OG95, OSH91, RP95b, Rob98b, SV95a, Sha98, TN97, TSM95, Unixxa, Vau95, Way95, YT95a, YT95b, ZYR90, ZH90].
cryptanalyst
[Rey96, Rey97, Rey99].
Cryptanalytic
[Gla99b, KSWH98d, MG91, vW99, Bih94a].
cryptic
[Wri98].
CRYPTO
[Fei91, ACM94b, Ame96b, And96a, Bar93a, Bar93b, BE90, HP98a, HMV94, Koo97, LKB+94, Mah96, MPPS95, Neu97, Sch98c, Way95, Way96b, Neu95, Bra90c, Bri92, Bri93, Cop95d, Des94b, Gol90b, Kal97c, Kob96, Kra98, MZ98, MV91, StI93b, StI94, Wie99, BC98, Bra98, Bri98, CP91, CRS98, Cha98, Cop98, Des98b, Fei98, Ger98, Gol98a, Kal98a, Kob98a, MV98, Ngu99a, Ngu99b, Odl98, Pom98, StI93b, Wil98].

Crypto-Chip
[HMV94].
Crypto-Coprocessors
[HP98a].
Crypto-Engine
[BE90].

Crypto'91
[DBGV93].

CryptoAPI
[Boy98].

CryptoBytes
[Cry95, Riv95c].
cryptochip
[PP96].
cryptograms
[Har94, Web93].

Cryptographers
[WP90].

Cryptographic
[AG98a, AG98b, IBM93, Ano96f, AB97, BDPNSNG95, BDPNSNG97, BH93, BY93a, BGM97a, BGM97b, BBT94, BM97e, BFKL94, Bol98a, Bol98b, BDL97, BDP97, Bra95a, Bra96, BD91, CS96a, CJR98a, CJR98b, CPOR97, CF95, CD99, Cop94b, Cre97, DGV92, DC98a, Dam90a, Dam91a, Dan95, DIF94, DY90, DY91a, DY91d, DY91b, De 95, DS97a, DF91c, DK91, ECD+99, Eil98, FGR92, Fir98, FGY96a, Fum97, GI99, GS94a, GKF99a, Gol96c, GKF97, GQ95, Gut99, HHT93, HHT97, Hel94, Hwa97, II96, I ve91, JDK+91, JD91, KM98a, Kal98f, Kal98d, KV94, KSF99, Kha93, KP99b, KT91b, KT98, KS97b, LM99j, LL97a, LHB96, LM96, Mac94, MM99a, Mau96b, Mau97b, MS90a, Mil96b, Mo93, Mos98, Mun91a, Mun91b, NM96b, Ng99, NS99b, NR94, NK98b, Nur94, Nys99, OP9+99].

Cryptography
[Oka93a, OS98, PS99d, PV97, PS96b, PBBG90, Pre93a, PGV93a, Pre93b, Pre94a, PBD97, PRB98b, Pre98c, PRB98a, Pre99, Pre94b, QV90, QG95, RSA93d, RS93, Ritxx, Rue93, SI94, SZ96, Sak96, DY91c, Sch95f, SK96a, Sch98d, SK98a, Sch91c, Sch93f, SPS97, SZ93, SZZ95c, Sha99a, She92d, SV99, Sm90, SY92, SM91, Ste96, T+99, Tou91, Tou93, TY96, VCF+90, VIG98, Wai95, YSS99, YY97c, YY98a, ZZ95, ZMI91, AN94, AG97b, AG97c, AG97a, BD92, Boli97, BV97, Com94c, CDG95, Cli99, DD95, Dan7, Dhe98, Di 99, DFHR91, Don98, FGY96b, Fro96, FL93, Gol96a, Har91, Hof95, IS99, Jenxx, JW01, JP96, Kob91a, LR93, Lia95, Lea90, Lev91, LL93b, Lub96, Mun91c, Mea95, Mol98, Mu92, IP9d, bbbpr91, NT93, Nhy98, Pan98, PKM97, Ros97c].
cryptographic
[Sch93g, SZZ94a, SZZ95b, Ste99b, Way98, WN94, XZZ97, XZZ98, YS91, ZZZ97, ZLX99].

Cryptographic-Token
[Nys99].

Cryptographical
[AN94, Ano99h, AA93, ABDS96, AE93, AVG94, AVG95, AVG96, AVG97a, AVG97b, AVG97c, AVG97d, AVG98a, AVG98b, AVG98c, AVG98d, AVG99a, AVG99b, AVG99c, AVG99d, AVG99e, AVG99f, AVG99g, AVG99h, AVG99i, AVG99j, AVG99k, AVG99l, AVG99m, AVG99n, AVG99o, AVG99p, AVG99q, AVG99r, AVG99s, AVG99t, AVG99u, AVG99v, AVG99w, AVG99x, AVG99y, AVG99z, AVG99aa].

Cryptography
[ANS97, ANS98b, Ano99h, AA93, ABDS96, Avo98, BCE+94, BGG94, BGG95, BGR98a,
SG99a, Sam98, ST91, Sun98a, Tak98a, Tak98b, Van98a, Vau98c, Wal99c, Wan92a, WY93, Yam99, AMV93, AD97, AD99, Ala97, AAPS92, ACBR90, Bao94, BI94, BS97, Boy97, BCCG99, CC99a, CS98a, CC98, CW91a, CW97, CS97c, CCH98, Cle96, CS97d, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a, CW97, CW91a,
D [Ben99, BALS99, CK95, Nas94, TK99, Wor96, YY99a]. **D.E.S.** [Cle91]. **D.S.A.** [NMVR95a, NMVR95b]. **Dabbling** [Ritxx]. **DAEs** [JV98b]. **Dallas** [ACM98b, USE91]. **Dangård** [DG93]. **Dangård’s** [Gib90]. **dan** [PNdbbbprm91]. **Dark** [YY96]. **DASS** [Kau93]. **Data** [All97, Ano92c, Nat93b, Ano95f, Ano96c, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97a, Ano97w, Ano97x, Ano98a, Ano99e, Ano99a, AWV99, BGML96, BRS99, Ber98, BS95b, BS98, BY92, BW98, BZ98, Cle96, Con99b, CH99b, DC98c, DFGH99, EKLM99, Gai90, Gre90, Gui97, HS96a, Int91b, JMLW94, Kop97, KH98b, LvdLB96, LT98, MPPS95, MSHP99, Moc97, Nat93c, Nat93a, NH989, OA94, Sch99b, Sch94m, See97, Sme97, Sto90, SZT96a, TYD99, Tay90, TLS99, Way91, WSFC99, Wei95, Whe94, YY91, ZTR99, Ano93k, Ano95c, CCN95, Cha94b, Cli99, CS99, Cra96, Dam99b, DF97, Gil97, GTGW94, Gut96, Hel93, KAK96, Lam99, Los97, MSDS90, Mic97, Nor95b, PD99a, Rev91, Ros94, Rot97, Sch92a, Sch98b, Su98, Th91, Tv92, Uni96a, V93c, Way95, Wn900, Yua92, ARR99]. **Data** [Ano97v, Bar91, BS93b, Bir95, Con94a, Cop94a, Den90, HK98, HK99d, Joh90, Kap98, KM97, Mat94a, Nat94b, Nat99a, Pa96, Per91, RP94, She95b, She92g, Sim95, SB92, Wi99a, Ano94h]. **Data-Dependent** [Con99b]. **data/image** [Sch98b]. **Data/Image** [Sch99b]. **Database** [AKF94, BPDSNG95, KT96, LCL92, Ou99, SJ97, Wat99, HY95, IS97, Lee95]. **Databases** [BDPSNG97, CP93, GM99b, KB92, Len99b, PF94, RZ99, SG99b, Har90, Wad93, Ano95k]. **datagram** [PSB97]. **Datamation** [CWM+91]. **Date** [GN95c]. **David** [Ers99, Bar95]. **Davies** [BB95b]. **Dawson** [Roe99]. **DC** [USE99a]. **DCE** [Cas95, GH95, Kon95]. **DCI** [Pin98]. **DCT** [BBCP98b, BBC98, HW98a, PBBC97, TA97]. **DCT-based** [BBC98, HW98a, PBBC97, TA97]. **DCT-domain** [BBCP98b]. **DDJ** [Con99a]. **Deal** [FW91, Knu98c, Luc98a, Luc99a, Luc99b, Out98]. **Dealer** [Rab94, BGS95]. **Dealing** [Bec99, MSN99]. **deals** [Joh97f]. **Death** [CFK+91]. **Deavours** [Ers99, CFK+91]. **Debate** [Ano96f, Dum94, Un98], We91a, We91b, Fre94, Hof95, Neu95, RDK94, The96, Un98k, Hat96, Wai95]. **Debating** [Ano92b]. **Debugging** [Wot99]. **Debut** [Gar98b]. **December** [And94a, Boy95a, Boy95b, Bra93a, CW94, Con99a, Dar97, Far93, IE92b, IEE93c, IE94c, IE97b, KG93, Org98a, PSN95b, Pre95a, SZ93, Tv92, Wal99a, WN98b, Zim96b]. **Decentralized** [Md94]. **Decidable** [BRS99]. **Deciding** [Bra95a, Bra96]. **decipherability** [CGV94]. **Deciphering** [CJ99, Duh90, Has95, TG94, Bru91]. **Decision** [AA93, Bon98b, Bon98a, CKN99, DTDJ99, HTY99]. **Decision-Making** [CK99]. **Decisions** [Bar96a]. **Declarations** [SHK99b]. **Declarative** [Sch99c]. **decode** [Har94]. **Decoding** [CS96a, SY96a, SYMI98, HG97d, HK99c, SKD94]. **Decoherence** [OD99]. **Decomposition** [All98, AMP94, HK98a, SC97]. **Decompositions** [PS9, BDSV93]. **Decorrelated** [KR99a, Van98]. **Decoration** [Vau98b, Van99a]. **Decrypt** [Bau97, DSB99]. **Decrypting** [Bar92b]. **Decryption** [GOH97a, HJ98b, Oht98, CB96, GBL94, HJ98a, MS99c, MVN99]. **Decrypts** [Pea97]. **DEDICA** [RCM99]. **Dedicated** [ISO97, DV96, NM96b]. **Deduction** [GPPV98]. **Deductive** [PS99f]. **DEFACTO** [BDDC99]. **Defeat** [Luc98b]. **Defects** [Dav96]. **Defense** [RS93, Bax97]. **Definability** [GM99b]. **defined** [Ler97]. **Defining** [BG93, BMR98]. **Definitions** [Blo99, Uni96c]. **Deformation** [DFL99].
[AKF94, BV98a, BK95c, BM94b, CH99b, DL99, DMVC99, Ger99a, Gor93a, HJ99, JS93a, Kem99, PM99a, PD99b, Sch94c, SW97a, SW97b, SZZ94b, Ste94a, SAS99b, TLS99, Zhe90, CG05, Hor99, HLC99].

Designs [DJHP98, FY95b, Jun96, KK95, Mou99, RB99, Wot99, Ton96]. DESIRE [JKVP99].


Dickson [Pie93]. DICTA [KG93]. DICTA-93 [KG93]. Dictionary [Jas96, Luc98b, BCR98]. Dictyostelium [Ram92]. Diego [ACM93b, IEE97b, Sch98b, USE96f].

Difference [LP94]. Different [KBR97, Sch99h, RT93]. Differential [BB94, Ber93, BS90a, BS91c, BS91e, BS91d, BS91f, Bih92, BS93b, BS93a, BS97a, BK98d, BKPS93, CJ98, Con99b, Dae95, Din94, Fer98, Haw98b, Haw98a, KTM+99, Kau96, KM98b, Kob99, KJ99, Kwa93, LMM91, LH94, Lan95, Mat96a, Miy93c, MSK98, NK93, OMR4, Pai99a, Sch96c, SMK98a, VR98, Wag98a, YLH98, Ada92, CV95, KY95b, KYx, KM96b, OC95, OG95, RP95b, TN97, Way95, YT95a, YT95b].

Differential-Linear [Haw98b, LH94, Haw98a, Lan95].

Differentially [Ny94]. Differentials [BBS99a, Fer99a, KR99, BBS98a]. Difficulty [KP96b, Riv93a, ZZ96, Hor99, Riv95a]. Diffie [BY93c, BY93b, BBR99, BMW99a, BV96, Bon98b, Bon98a, CS97, CS97d, HY98b, HY98a, Kalg97a, Koc95, Koc96b, Lut98, Man94, MW96c, MW96b, MW99, RSA93b, Van95a, WV96, WM93, vOW96].

Diffusion [Mas99b]. Digest [FHBH97, GT94, Kalg91, Riv92a, Riv92b, Riv90a, Riv91b]. Digit [TK99].

Digit-Recurrence [TK99]. Digital [Ame95, Am96a, ANS98b, Ack98, ALO98, AW94, AR97, Int91a, NS94, Ano96c, Ano97-29, AS98, Aur96, BG90, BM99a, BM99b, Bm94, Ber97b, BM94a, BM96a, BM96b, BM96c, BS95b, BS98, BTH96, Boy97, Boy98, Brea93a, Bf99, Bf99, Car95, CR91, CPO+98, CHO+98, DDM98, DDM96, EL99, EGM90, EGM96, FCF99, FKM99, FBS98, Fri93, Fro97, FOM91, Gar97c, Gar98b, GR97, GDD+97, GB98, GO96c, GQW+91, HKS95, HG96, HG97e, HEG98, HA96, HW97, IEE97c, IEE98d, JLO97, Jue99, KKS97, Kob97, Kob98c, Kra93, KH98a, LQ99, LW96, LR98, LR98, MSO96, Man98, MAM98, MB99a, MW98b, Mer90b, Mer97, MTN97, Mo98, MBW97, Nat91, Nat94a, NH98, NM98, NIS93a, O093, O196, OFF93, Ok96, Per97, Pet98, Pf96c, PW93b, PG93c, RDK98].

Digital [dR94b, Rot95b, SC96a, SCxx, Sch93c, Sch94d, SK97b, SK97a,

E-Cash [DFTY97, Yac99a, Yac99b]. e-commerce [VM96, DDJ98d, Jak99b, Lut98, Gar97b]. E-mail [LF97, Ril96, Bac95, Sta94a, Ano93j, Got99, RS98b, Sch95c, Sch95d, SH97, Ano95c, Gar97b, Str93a, Str93b]. E.I.S.S [BFS92a, BFS92b]. E.I.S.S. [Dan95]. E.I.S.S.-Report [Dan95]. E2 [KMA +98, Kobs99, MT99a]. EAP [BV98b]. early [Alv98c, Mar96]. Earth [YHKI99]. Earthcam.com [Ano98]. Ease [HJL99]. Easier [GMDS98, BBR99, Sch98c, Way95]. East [Str95]. Easy [Sim94d, Ken95].
embeddings [CT99b]. Embraces [Ts'97].
EMEF [Org98a]. Emergent [Jun99].
Emerging [Kal99, Org98a]. Empirical
[WW98b]. Employing [BWM98]. emulator
[Obe99]. EMV [Gu97]. enable [Sch93e].
enabled [Cha99b]. Enabling [DS97b].
Encapsulating [Atk95b, KA98b].
enciphered [Lea90, Per91]. enciphering
[Beu94]. Encipherment
[HS90, OA94, Lin88a, Lin89a]. encoded
[DS97b, HG97d, QN98b]. Encoding
[Til98, HG97d]. encodings [CGV94].
Encrypt
[Ber98, JSY99, Ril96, WT99, Rot97].
Encrypted
[AW99, Bla98, GLZ99, Gil98, Jas96, YY91, BTD98, DF97, STW95, Kip97].
Encrypting
[Ano97r, Bla94b, Lom94, Luc98b, LW99, SS99c, Ben94, KAK96]. Encryption
[ASW99, AAB+97, Ada97b, Ada98, A099b, And98, ABK98a, Nat93b, Ano94c, Ano96c, Ano96l, Ano97b, Ano97v, Ano97x, Ano99e, Bac95, Bal97, Ban93, Bar97, Bar91, Bar96a, Bas98, Bas95, Bea97b, BDPR98, BS99b, BS99c, BRW99, BS93b, Bir95, BB95c, Bla96a, Bla96b, BFN98b, Ble98a, BC95c, BFS96, BY92, Com94a, Com94b, CDNO99, CMN99, COP+95a, CH98, CMKK98, CT99a, Cop94a, Cou93, DD98e, DD98c, DDJ98f, DDJ98g, DDJ98h, DC98b, DK96, Den90, Den95, DB96, Des99b, DS97c, Ele98, FIP94, FN94, FY95b, FY97, FH94, FO99a, FO99b, GSY99, Gai90, Gar97a, Gar97b, Gar97c, GC97, Gar98a, Gar98b, GK98, Got99, HG97a, HG97b, Hat96, HK98, HK99d, Hub98, Jol90, JM96b, Kal93a, KY95a, KR96a, Kal98b, KY98, Kap98, Kas96, Koh90, KKL99, KM97, Kum98]. Encryption
[KBR97, KH98b, KYD98, Kwa93, Kwa97, RSA93f, Law98, Lea99, LT91, LW91, LM91b, Lin93a, LS98b, Luc97, Luc98c, Luc99c, LW99, MGL+98, Mat94a, Mat97, Mer91, Mey96, Mil95, Moc97, Mue99, Mil99, Nat93a, Nat94b, Nat94d, Nat97b, Nat98, Nat99a, Nat99c, Natxx, NBD+99, NH90, Ohi99, Oka94, Ori96, Pai96, Par98a, Par98c, Per91, PRZ99, Pin97, RSA93a, RSA94, RP94, Riv95c, Riv95b, Riv97c, Riv98c, Riv98d, Riv98a, RD99a, RD99b, RC94a, RC94b, Ros94, SVA+98, SKN98a, SKN98b, Sch99a, Sch99b, Sch93d, Sch94c, Sch95a, Sch95b, SW97a, SW97b, SKW+98e, Sch98g, SKW+99d, SHK+99a, SKW+99e, SE96, See97, She95b, She92g, SB98, Sim95, SM96, SM98b, SB92, Sm93b, Sm97a, SB99, Sta97c, SW99b, Sto90, TPH+98, Univ97a, Univ98a, Univ98c, Univ98b, Univ98d, Univ98e, Univ96b, UU97a]. Encryption
[Univ97b, Uni98f, Uni98h, Uni98i, Uni97c, Univ98j, Uni98i, VB96, VKR98, WSK97a, WSK97b, War98, Way93b, Way93c, WSFC99, Wei91a, Wei91b, Whe94, Wir98, Yin97, YY97c, Yuv97, Zhe97b, Zol93, Aus96, Abr97, Ala93a, All97, And94a, Ano90, Ano92b, Ano94c, Ano95c, Ano95k, Ano96d, Ano96m, Ano97a, Ata94, AM99, Ban94, BTD98, Bax97, Bea96, BR94b, BR95a, BDJR97, BR97b, BHI90, Bet95c, Bih97c, BFN98a, BC96a, BMS96, BFS96, Bow93, Bro96, Bus96, Com97, CCN95, Cha94b, CLW98, Cle96, Cli97, Cli99, CJM96, Cra96, DH96a, DOR99, Dia91, DL98, Ele99, Ell97, FC94, FB97, Gil97, Gol99b, Gol96d, GBL94, Goo96, GKS97, Har90, HK90, Hat97, Hel93, Hel98b, HT95, HP94, HY95, HCY96b, HCC98, Int91b, Jac90a, Jac90b,Jak99c, JT96, JT97b, KY95b]. encryption
[KY97, KYxx, Ken95, Kir95, Knu99c, Kop97, Ku92, Kuh98, Ku90, LM91a, Lam99, Lee95, LC97a, Los98, MRS99, Mar95b, MM95, MI97, Mol98, Mra95, Nat93c, Nor95c, Oel97, Pos92, Pos93, Pre95a, QN98a, Rev91, Ril96, Riv95d, RKD94, Rot95a, Sab94, Sch98b, Sch94i, Sch98c, Sch99j, She96a, Sme97, Sta97a, SW98, SW99a, Str93a, Str93b, Su98, Sun91b, TX92, Tay90, Tha91, Tho96, TY98b, TY98a, Ts90, Univ96a, Univ95a, Univ98k, Univ94a, Univ94b, Univ97d, UNU94,
UU97b, Vad95, Vau98e, Ven90, Vu95, Wad98, Wel95, WN95, Whi93, Wil93a, Wil93b, Woo90, Yeu99, You97, Zaj97, Zan90, Zer96a, vOV91, vT93, Ano98j, Ano93j, Hon98.

encryption/authentication [Sch99j].

Encryption/MAC [Yuv97].

encryption/decryption [Hat97, Vu95].

Encryption/MAC [Yuv97].

encryption/multisignature [HCC98].

Encryptions [Mv93].

encrypts [Ano93k].

Encyclopedia [CFK+91, New97, UFC94].

End [Bra94a, DDJ98c, Gar98a, NH90, WSFC99].

End-to-End [NH90].

endlicher [Wal98].

ends [McC90b].

Endured [Che92].

Energy [DFL99].

Enforce [BDS98].

Enforcement [Cae99a, Cli99].

enforcers [Way93c].

Enforcing [Ano97n].

Engine [BE90, CM98, She92d].

Engineering [Ano98j, DFGH99, DSB99, EKLM99, IEE96d, LBHM99, SSSW98, Smi98a, AN94, IEE97k].

Engines [T+99, Way93a].

Enhance [FO99a].

Enhanced [Ano95c, AR98, Ken93, LK96, Zan90, Zeg93].

Enhancement [HW99, Lin93a, Lin88a, Lin89a].

Enhancements [JM96b].

enhancing [HY95].

Enigma [CWM+91, Har96b, Kip97, Kip99b, Obe99, Kah91, Blo98a, Blo98b, Blo98c, Cra92, Kah98a, Kip97, Kru98, Mil96b, Tur99, Wel97].

Enjoyable [CM99d].

Enough [CFK+91, Dea98b].

Enscheide [Hei96a].

Ensuring [Com97, Rot95b, ZG96, Way91].

Enter [Wor96].

Enterprise [ECD+99, FY99, Mar95b, Wad93, SY92].

enterprise-wide [Wad93], enters [Joh98].

Entities [KM99c].
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ICL [CFK+91]. ICSA [Nic99]. ID [CS97c, Hwa92a, Hwa92b, Hwa92c, I999, JY98, LH99, MS98a, Mu92, TC91, WS99].
ID-based [CS97e, Hwa92a, Hwa92b, Hwa92c, JY98, LH99, MS98a, Mu92, TC91]. Idea [OA99, BBS99b, BKR97, DGV94c, HO96, H98b, H99a, KSW96, Lip99, Me94, Sch93d].
Ideal [ABDV98, BC93a, BD90, Bri90a, BP97c, Pa98a, Pa98b]. Idealised [RS99c].
Idealized [MTES99, MM92b]. Ideals
[GPT91a, GPT91b]. Ideas
[GH989, RS99d, TCH+91]. Identical
[BCCG99]. Identifiable
[KOO95b, KOO95a]. Identification
[BCCG93, BLMO94, BDB92, Cha94b, GS94a, KM99b, K196, LMO95, LML98, NP97, OO98, Oka93b, Sak96, Sch90b, Ste94a, Ver95, BBC98, BM95, BM91b, DF91b, DF98, HLC99, IS99, K997, Mu92, SS98b, Sch90a]. Identities [MS99a, Sar99].
Identity [AL909, Dan95, DQ94, FKMY98, HJB97, JG90, KP98, Len99a, SS98a, Gua99, OU98b, Tan90]. Identity-Based
[Dan95, DQ94, SS98a, OU98b, Tan90].
IEC [Int91a]. IEEE [Ano95a, CH96, Ano96k, Ano97-28, Ano98i, IEE95b, IEE96d, Ka97a, KK99b, LW96, Pit95].
IEEE-IMS [IEE94a]. IETF [Ano97c]. If
[GPR98]. IFIP [Kat97, LM98a]. IFIP/GI
[LM98a]. II [Sch99b, AK99, Ano97w, Ano98c, Ano99c, BS91f, CF96, CK95, CW91b, Dar98a, Don98, Eri97b, Mit92b, Mon96, Pin98, Rat96, Rey97, RP97b, Sch93f, Sch93g, USE90, Van93]. III [Fri92b, Gan93, GN95c, Nor95a, Ree98, Rey99, USE92b].
iKP [HS96]. illicit [SG96b]. Illinois
[USE99c]. IMA
[Boy95b, Dar97, Furr93, Wal99a]. Image
[BKZ98, BNP99, DS96, DP99,Fri93, HPA99, HPG98, HWJ98, IEE95a, IEE97a, IEE96e, IEE97h, IEE97j, KZ95, KM92, LMP99, Mae98, Man98, Pit95, PZ98, PNK95, SC96a, SCxx, SJ97, SD97, SZT96b, TOH98, VP99, Wal95, YKY99, BCP98b, BCD98a, CCH98, JT96, JTB97, KS99c, KG93, KH97, NP98b, OP97, OP98, Ok96, PBC97, Sch99b, Sc99a, SH98, TK98, VP96, VP99, Xie98, YM98, CFK+91]. Image-Adaptive
[PZ98]. Imagery [WD97]. Images
[BLO95, BO96b, B99, Car95, JJ98c, KR98, KPR99, LvdVL97, Lv98, LS95, MFG95, NNE97, Per97, SC96b, SZT96a, WD96, ZK95, BP98b, BP98c, BCP97, BCP98a, BCV97, BOD95, CKLS96c, HW98b, Ibb97, Irw98, Nas94, Nat97a, ODB96, ÓPH+99, Pit96a, RR97, RK96, TA97, XBA97, ZL97]. Imaginary
[HHJ98b, HHJT98a, ZPY96]. Imagination
[Sh99a, Ros97c]. Imaging
[AA97, RP97b, Yeu97]. Imai [Pat95].
Imake [Hus94]. IMP4 [Mye94a].
Immunology [SZ96], immunity [Ada92].
Immunize [FY95a]. Impact
[Mar96, Ven90]. Impending [Bra95e].
imperceptible [CKLS96b], imperfect
[MY98]. Imperfectly [BMC95].
impersonation [SNT93], Implementation
[Auc96, Bih97b, Bra96, BS91h, Dae99,
DG97b, DRR95, DBVD96, Ebe93, Fei93,
Fe96, FOM91, Gla99a, HKQ99, HRVV99,
IM93b, KP99a, Kob98c, Koç94, Koç96a,
Lan97, LCN99, NM99, OAS91, PL94, PP90,
Ros96b, SJ98, Sho95b, Tot92, Var99a,
YKY99, You97, Zim99, BR96b, BC90,
CKM99, Dia91, HNM98, IM93a, LS98a,
Men91, MV90, MZ198, MPL99, Nor95a,
Pat96, Per91, SS98a, See97, SAM97, Vad95,
XL95b, Koe99]. Implementations
[Bas98, Bri90b, Gou98, HK98, HK99d,
Koc96b, Mos98, SV93, Wal99c, Web98,
WS98, Gai90, KSK96, Zhou94].
Implementing [SAS99b, Van95a, Lee99a].
Implications [Bas93, CMY98, NS99b,
PN92, Van95a, Wel95]. Implicit
[Jam98, MIL93]. Implicitly [HRVV99].
implies [LHL95b, LHL95a]. Importance
[BDL97, Sch99h, CM97d]. important
[Sta94a, Wec97]. Impossibility [MP91].
Impossible
[BBS99a, Fer99a, BBS98a, OK96a].
Imprimitve [Pat99] Improv [Far92].
Improved [Ano96e, BK98e, Bow90, BS91g,
CRR99, CJL+92, JM99, JJ99b, KM96b,
LD99, RP95b, SH97, SAM97, WS98, YL95b,
YL95a, ZYR91, Cao99, He92, NM95a,
NMV95b, SH95a, SH95b]. improvement
[BB95b, Bir95]. Improvements
[HLJ99, Kle90, IKN98]. Improving
[BHS93, BKPS93, GLV99, SP97, SZZ94a,
SMK98a, Sun98a, HM97b]. Impulse
[She92e]. IMS [IEE94a], In-memory
[Ven90]. in/for [SH98]. Inaccuracies
[OD99]. inadequacy [Kah98b]. Including
[DGV93, DW94, JS95b, JS95a, KL95b,
UU97a]. incorporation [Ano95c].
Jac90b, Ken95, KS98c, KW92, Mar95b, Mau93b, NIS92, Ped91b, Ped91e, Rot95a, Sch90c, Sch97c, SG96b, Sim92, Tas98.

Information
[Uni97c, WSFC99, van97a, GS94b).

Information-Theoretic
[Cac98, MW96a, Mau99a, Mau99b, MO99, Ped91d, SV99a, JH91].

Information-Theoretically
[Mau97a].

Informational
[Sga90].

Infrared
[DDJ98b].

Infrastructure
[HFPS99, Orl96, SS99d, VSH97, Ame95, Ame96a, FB97, GH96, HMT+98].

Infrastructures
[Ano99f, BPK99, BFK99, RCM99].

Inherent
[She94c, KSB96b, KSB97].

Initial
[Bih98b, BBD99, SV99a, JH91].

Initialization
[YY99b].

Ink
[BD99a, JM99].

Inkar
[AHMS99].

Inmarsat
[Lam99].

Inmarsat-B
[Lam99].

Inn
[IEE92a, IEE94a, IEE97e].

Inner
[SV98a, KSB97].

Innocuous
[CD97].

Innovative
[PJ99].

Innovative
[BP95, Ou99, RIP95b, RIP95a, VCF+90, Sim92, Tay94].

Intel[Gar97b, GC97, GO96c, JK99, SW97a, SW97b, Wor96].

Inteligenz
[CWM+91].

Intelligent
[BS95e, CFGS99, LQR+98, Ate98].

Intelligence
[AK99, Hrn93, Rat96, SW94b].

Intellectual
[BP95b, MB97b, TH99].

Inter-domain
[KMP99].

Inter-functional
[TH99].

Inter-functional
[BB99b].

Interconnection
[BW98, Por91].

Interconnect
[IBM93, Gog99, HVH98, LTEH99, JDM+91].

Interconnections
[DMVC99].

Interferometric
[Hru96].

Interleaving
[TH99].

Internals
[Zim95b].

International
[AR97, Ano99c, AA97, Auc98, BCB97, Bih97c, Bir92, Bir93, Cha91, Chr99b, CMM93, Cop95d, ES98, Fra99, Fum97, Gol96d, GQ95, Hed97, Hir97, Hir98, IE95a, IE95b, IE96a, IE96b, IE97c, IE97h, IE97g, IE97d, IE97g, IE98c, IE98d, IRM93, IZ98, KC96, KM96a, Knu99c, KP99b, Kra98, LOX99, Mad92, Mar97, Mat96b, MDS90, MK99a, MP94, Nyb98, OW95, OiDP98, PSN95b, QG95, Sti93b, Sti94, TM99, Ved99b, Wat91, Yua92, And96c, Chr98, Cop95b, DG96, Des94b, Ele99, FR95a, HO97, Kail97c, Kob96, LM98a, Lom97, Pre95a, SP90, Sta97c, Ste99b, TV94, Vou98e, Wad98, Wie99, vWN99, Int91a, Moc97, See97].

Internet
[Cha99a, SS99d, Ano97z, Ano98b, Atk97, Bel98, BO96a, B99a, Bet95b, Bet95a, Bhi96, BDC+95, FFW99, FT99b, Fum98b, Gar97a, Gar97b, Gar97c, GC97, Gar96b, GO96c,
HA94a, HFPS99, HC95b, II96, Ken93, Lin88a, Lin89a, Lin93a, Los97, McC96, Mit92a, Opp97, Pau99, Rit99, Ros97c, Sar97, Sch99b, Sme97, Smi97b, SL99, TAP90, VJ98, VM96, Way98, Wri98, Zim98, dVdVI98, Sha99a.

Internetworks [Sta96d].

Interoperability [BPR99, RCM99, UNU94].

Interpersonal [Ano97p].

Interpolating [CW91a, LC96b, LC96c].

Interpolation [JK97, MSK99b].

Interpretation [Bie98, KO95a, Mor92].

Interrupt [HC95a].

Interview [Di 97a].

Intra [DVPL92].

Intra-Domain [DVPL92].

Intracerebral [BALS99].

Intractability [HT99, Luc95].


Intrusion [Hur98].

Invariant [BS95d, GO93, KA99, OP97, OP98].

Invariants [DR94c, Mra95].

Invented [Got99].

Invected [DDJ98d].

Inversion [Len96].

invertible [DKR98a, BKR98b, NO98].

Investigating [W935].

Investigation [JR96, Ano97q, Xie93].

Investigations [MDS99].

Investing [MS99a].

invincible [Me98].

Invisibility [Aur96].

Invisible [CMY98, YYH98, YM98, CMY97, ZL97].

Invited

[BE90, Bra90a, Bri90b, Di90, Duh90, FK93a, Fuc99, HMT98, Koh90, Le90b, Sim90b, SB93, Sim90, Wat99, BS91c, Gol99c, Sim91].

Involving [FMM99, Bea92, Pos98].

IP [An95b, Atk95a, Atk95b, KA98a, KA98b, MB99a, MS95c, MS95d, OG97, MS95e].

IPSEC [Wa96, GK98].

Ireland [IEE97a, IEE96b].

Irish [Got99].

irreducible [Ito91, Kob91c].

IRREGULAR [FR95a].

irregularly [FR95a].

Irrelevant [BD99a].

Irreversible [ANS97, AA95].

ISAAC [Jenxx].

ISAKMP [CH97a].

ISBN [Hat96].

ISC [Ano93g].

ISO [Int91a, Gar98b, GQW91, VGV93].

ISO-OSI [VGV93].

ISO/IEC [Int91a].

ISO/IEC [GQW91].

IsocRob [AVLPF99].

isogenies [Gal99].

Isolation [GX99].

Israel [Bih97c].

ISSAC [Wat91].

issuance [FL99b].

Issue [DF91c, Eri97b, Ano97e, FT99b, MDP94].

Issued [Gar97c].

Issues [Ac98b, Don98].

items [Uni97d].

Iterated

[ABDV98, Pat99, BCKxx, Bih92, Har96a, HLMW93, HXMW94, Ort95b, Ort95a].

iterating [HNSM91].

Iterative [CDN98, Knu93b, MG91, LYG94].

itself [Ri96].

IV [IEE93a, BP98c, Far93, MD98, USE93].

I’ve [Bra95d].

IX [T99].

J [Ers99, Hat96, Sha99a, Wai95].

Jack [Pin98].

Jacks [Bec99].

Jacobi [BK98g, Kob91c].

Jacobian [Kob90].

James [Scu92, Sha99a].

Jammers [SV95b].

Jan [WL92a].

JANET [You97].

January [ACM97b, ACM99a, Ano97a, Bih97c, SP90, USE91, USE92a, USE92a, USE96f, USE98d].

Japan [Ano93g, Ano99c, IEE96b, IR93, IZ99, IZ99, Win93].

Japanese [DK99b, Mea98, Wei99, Win93].

Java [ACM98a, Dra98, GA98, Ale98, AW99, Ano97u, Ano97v, Ano97-7, Bann97, Bar99, Ber97a, Ber97, Bro97, DDJ98e, DDJ98f, DDJ98a, DDJ99, Di 97b, DT98b, DE99, Hol99, Gar97a, Gar97b, GC97, Gar98b, Gar96c, Gau97, GPO98a, GPO98b, Gon98, GS98, HN99, HH98, KHB99, Knu98a, Law98, MGL98, MF97, NK98b, PV98, TJ97, Taa98, Tre99, WBDF97, Way98].
You96, Zuk98b, Zuk98a]. **Java-based**
[Ale98]. **Java*/Smart [Bro97].
**JDesignerPro** [Ano97s]. **Jedi** [MPS94].
**Jenayah** [Ano97-29]. **Jeopardy** [Gar97c].
**Jobs** [RH93]. **Johnny** [WT99].
**Joining** [ARH95]. **Joins** [Law98].
**Joint** [Ano93g, Cla98a, FH94, IEE94f, IEE95c, Kat97, IEE92d, vT93].
**Jose** [Com96, FJV97, RP97b, Sj97, USE96e, USE96g, van96].
**Jour** [Lut98].
**Journal** [Eri97a, Zol93, OW95].
**journyx** [Ano97s].
**JSafe** [Way98].
**JTC** [Gar97a]. **Juan** [CMM93].
**Judge** [GC97].
**Judiciary** [Uni96b, Uni97c].
**July** [AR97, AA97, BFS92a, BFS92b, Com96, DG96, IEE94b, IEE94f, IEE96b, USE96e, USE96g, vPN99, Uni98i].
**Jump** [DRR95].
**Jumps** [Gar97b].
**Junction** [CIBM99].
**June** [ACM95, An96c, AA97, GS94b, IEE92a, IEE94b, IEE94f, IEE96b, IEE96c, IEE96f, IEE97g, USE96e, USE98c, USE98e, USE98x, USE99d].
**Junk** [DN93].
**JW** [Ano93g].
**JW-ISC** [Ano93g].

**K-64** [Mas94]. **Kahn** [Ers99]. **Kamakura** [IZ99].
**Kansas** [Sin98]. **Kapera** [CWM+91].
**Kasmira** [PNdhhbbprn91]. **Kawasaki** [DP99]. **kazdeho** [Gar98c]. **Keep** [BK90, Riv98c, Sch95d, Way95].
**Keeping** [Oko97]. **Kelly** [CFK+91]. **Kenmare** [IEE96c].
**KERBEROS**
[Hor94, ARH95, An90e, Atk93, BR97a, BP98e, BP98f, BM91a, Bor93b, Br98, DW98, DS90b, Dav95, DG95, DT96, De93a, HRT96, HI99b, Kay95, Koh90, KN93, KNT94, Le99a, Lin96b, Lun90, Men91, NT94, Rus90, SA95, Sin95, Ste92, Ts97, Tu99, Yu94a, Yu94b].
**Kernel** [BCCG93, WB92]. **Kerry** [IEE96c]. **KEY**
[YY98d, ANS97, ANS98b, AKP96, AAB+97, AN95, IBM93, An90a, An90c, An90e, An90m, An97e, An90f, An90h, AA93, BP98a, Bi95, BDH98, BDG98, BCE’94, Bar96a, BCG90, BR94a, BR95b, BHSV98b, BHSV98a, BDPR98, Ber97c, BS91b, BS97a, Bir98, BMS94, BW98, BW99a, BW99b, Bla94b, BDR96, Bla96c, BPK99, BFK99, Ble97, BDH93, BS96, BDF98, BD99b, BF99c, Boy90, BM94b, Bra95c, BS94, Bur94b, BMT98, Cae96a, CC99b, CG99, CDN98, CJS91, CM97a, CS98b, Cra98, Cs97, DDJ95, DDJ98b, Da98, Dam91b, DK96, Dan95, DD90, Dav96, De93c, DP98c, DB96, Di90, ECM96, iFiR90, FW91, FDB93a, FY95a, FY98a, FYM99, FKS98, FO99a, Fum98c, Fum93, GY90, Gao96, Gan96a, GJK99, Gip91, Giv96, Giv99, GM90, GGH97b, Gys96, HK99a, HGS98, HP98a].
**Key**
[HS90, HMT98, HMV93, Hj98b, HD96b, HJJ+xx, Hes97, HPS98, HPS99, HM98, HR90, Hwa97, Iss90, Jab90, Jas96, JV96, Kal99, KP99a, KSW96, KSW99a, Ke99, KS99b, KP96b, KM90c, KT91a, KMOV91, KKOT91, KP93, RSA93f, Lan99, LM94b, LW95, LMS97, LA98, LP99, Low96, Luc98b, Mah96, Mar97, Mat91, MY91, Mau93a, MW96a, Mau97a, MP91, Mv93, Men93, MM96b, Mic93a, Mic93b, MS95f, MM99c, MS99c, MS99d, MS99e, MS99f, MTS92, MAO96, MM98a, MM98b, NMR95, NS97a, Nec96, Neu97, NS99a, Oka94, OU98a, Oka98a, Oka98b, Oum90, vO91a, PSR97, Pa99d, PKOT94, Pat95, Pio97, Pot99, PB99a, RAS93b, RAS93e, RSA94, ROT94, RS98c, RS98d, Ros96a, Ros96e, Ros96f, Ros97b, Ros98b, Ros98c, RCM99, SSN98a, SYM98, Sam98, DPD91, SGS99a, Sch94b, SKW+98a, SKWW97].
**Key**
[SOOS95, SM95a, SE96, Sha99b, She94d, SiK93, SR96, Sh98, Sta99b, ST91, SW99b, SH94, Sun98a, Sut99, TAP90, Uni98i, Van95a, Van93, VSH97, VVT97, VBD99, WM93, dWQ91b, WLEB96, WW98b,
WKS+99, Wie96, Wie98a, Wie98b, Wol98, Yam98b, YST99a, YST99b, dWQ91a, vO91b, vOW96, A995, Acc97, Lip98, AD97, AD99, AI 96, Ano90, Ano96m, BSNP96a, BSNP96b, Bao94, BI94, BDHJ97, BD98a, BTD98, BSB97, BR96b, BCK98, BY93c, BY93b, BS91a, BFG95a, BMP97a, BF96, Ble96, BMS96, BFS98, BM95, Boy97, Bur94a, BD95b, CC99a, CW97, Cle96, Cra97, Cus95, DKR97b, DW96, DS90a, DH96a, Des95, DVQ96, Dhe98, DvW92, DN95b, ES97, FGB97a, FMY98, Fre94, Fro96, FGLP96a, FGLP96b, FL93, Gar96b, GH96, Gib95, GL94, GLH99, GTS90]; key
[HNSM91, HP99a, HP99b, HY93b, Haw98a, He92, HW96, HJJ+97, HI97, HY98b, HY98a, Hwa92a, Hwa92b, Hwa92c, Hwa93, IZ98, IZ99, JM96a, Jar96, JLM+94, Jon90, JY98, KASH90, KM99a, KSW97a, KSW97b, KL94, KR96b, Kir95, Ko997, KM99d, Kum97, LG97, Las92, LJM97, Lee95, LC96a, LM94a, LZ90, LZ91a, LD94, LL95b, LCL95, Lon91, Lon92, Low95, MS98a, Mao97, MLA91, Mau91b, MY93b, MKKW99, Mu92, MLLG95, NM96a, NY90, Nab97a, Nec91, Odl94b, Ole95, PS98e, PS98f, Pet91, PP92b, RT93, Roe99, Sal90, Sal96, SW95a, Sch92c, Sh99a, Sh99b, Sh99c, SK97y, SY96b, SM90, SM93b, SS95b, SS95c, ST95w, Sun91a, SS98b, Swv93, SM95b, Tab94, Tao94, TCC97, TC99b, TC99a, Te90, TC91, Tze99, TH99, Uni97c, Uni95a, V96, Ven92, Van92b, Wie94, Wil93b, Xie92]; key
[Xie93, XLP99, XW97, Yam98a, YL97b, Yu92, Zha91, Zhe95a, Zhe95b, ZPY96, vOW91, vO92, vT90, MC96, BFS92b]; Key-Agreement [RSA93b]; key-clustering [RSA93b]; Key-dependency [MAO96]; Key-Dependent [FS99]; Key-Escrow [VvT97]; Key-Exchange [Dan95]; key-management [ML91]; Key-Recovery [Oka98a, Oka98b]; Key-Schedule [KSW96]; Key-Search [KP99]; Key-Share [BWM99b]; Key-signing [Ros96a, Ros96b, Ros96c]; Key-specific [LMS97]; key-vowel [Lip98]; Keyboard [GO96c, She95a, Ale97]; Keyboards [CFK+91]; Keyed [Ano95a, BN98b, KBC97, Luc97, Luc99c, LW99, MS95c, MS95d, Pre99b, MS95e, BN98a, Gon95, KBC96]; Keyed-Hashing [KBC97]; Keyed-MD5 [KBC96]; Keying [BCK96d, BCKxx]; KeyNote [BFK99]; Keys [ACM94b, ADF98, BV96, BF97b, Bur94c, Dae98, EHM99, Gir91, KSH97, KSH98, KM99c, Lum98b, MP91, PS98g, SV99a, SV99b, Ste94a, Van96, Way96b, Bih94a, CH97, Cl99, DGV94c, JP96, KC95, Kn95, LL93, M99b, MF97, Mok97, SS97a, SS97b, SV98, SH99, Sta95a]; Keystroke [CD98c]; keystream [CS96b, CS97b]; keystroke [CG97]; Kid [FK93a]; kids [WS96c]; Kimba [KW99]; Kind [AM97, SX90]; Kingdom [D*98, Lom97]; Kingston [TM99]; Kiosk [BO96a, Gar96b]; Kit [Ano97u, Sun91b]; Kleptographic [YY97b]; Kleptography [YY97a]; KMOV [Ble97]; KN [SMK98a]; Knapsack [CP91, JS93b, ACR90, C90, He92, JG95, LC97b, Odl90, Yan92, Yu92, Zha91]; knapsack-based [He92]; Knapsacks [CJS91, Ort95b, Ort95a]; Know [DD99, Fly97, Hill97, Kir95, Mil95]; knowing [Ble96]; Knowledge [ADB99, BMT98, BG90, BG93, BJY97, Bie98, BD91, BDB92, COM99, Coc97, CDS94, CD98b, Dam99a, DDP94a, DDP99, DO99, DKF93, DS98b, GM91, GK96, GSV99, G093, HT98, JKVP99, NOV93, NM99, O090, RS91, SI93a, SY99, Stu99, Tou91, BOGG+90, BBP95a, BBP95b, CDP95, DDP94b, DF93, DP94, DF91b, SA99, Sak97]; Knowledge-Based [Bie98].

Key-Search [KSW96].
SHG98, DSSZ99. **Library**
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Yan95]. Numerical [She92e]. Nuts [Net98].
Nyberg [NMV98]. Nyberg-Rueppel
[NMV98].
Oakland [IEE92c, IEE93b, IEE94d, IEE95b,
IEE97i, USE96d, USE96b]. Oakley [CH97a].
OB [Lut98]. OBDD [GS99a]. Oberwolfach
[BFS92a, BFS92b]. Object
[AK94, BDPS95, BDPS97, BHJM99,
CIO98, DSB99, EKL99, KM98a, ON99,
PD99a, STSW99, SG99b, vDS97, Wat99,
vS97, BB96, GVG97a, LS98a, TCH+91].
Object-Instance-Based [BDPS95].
Object-Oriented
[AKF94, BDPSNG95, BDPSNG97, DSB99, Ou99, PD99a, SG99b, BG97a]. **Objects** [CK95, GS98, HHW99, Kem99, YY99a].

**Oblivious** [Bla96c, DF99, HHY93, Mic97, NP99, Bea93, BM90, BR96b, DOR99, GO96a, JY96] .

**Observation** [MM99c, Mur99, Bih98b]. **Observations** [BBDR99, WKS99]. **Observers** [CP93, DT98a, NT99].

**Obstacle** [ZW99]. **Obstacle-avoiding** [ZW99].

Obtained [EvH93]. **Obtaining** [CLHL98].

**Occam** [GN95b]. **Ochrono** [Sch95e].

**October** [Ano93d, Ano93g, Ano96a, Cha91, FM91, IEE93a, IEE94a, IEE96a, IEE96d, IEE97f, IEE97h, IEE97j, IEE98f, IEE99a, NIS92, Oht96, OdP98, TV94, USE93, USE96a, Ame95]. **Odds** [McC90b].

**ODEs** [Ruo94].

**ODMG** [Wat99]. **OECD** [Org98a].

**Off** [Bra95b, DDJ98e, DDJ98f, DT98a, Gar98a, Ros96c, Tra99, AG95, Ano94h, Ano96l, Mao98, Riv98c, VNM99].

**Off-Line** [Bra95b, DT98a, Tra99, Mao98, VNM99]. **Offer** [Mar96]. **Offers** [Gar97a, GC97].

**Office** [Fuc99, U997a, Uni96c]. **Official** [Zim95a].

**offs** [BFS96, BMS96, NMVR95a, NMVR95b]. **Oil** [KS98d, KPG99]. **OK** [Gar98b]. **Okamoto** [Hwa92a, MS98a].

**Okamoto-Tanaka** [MS98a]. Old [IEE94a, Mar96]. **Olympiad** [DDJ98b]. **Olympic** [Myc96].

**Omnidirectional** [PJ99, SKIT99]. **Omura** [HWB93]. **On-Line** [Cac95a, Cac95b, CDF95, E199, EGM90, EGM96, PUF99, SS99e, SS99f, Na97].

**On-Line/Off-Line** [EGM90, EGM96]. **One** [BJ97, BHS98b, BHS98a, BD94, BHH99, BM94a, BM96a, BM96b, BM96c, BKK98, BP97c, DGV93, DDP90, Fii95, Gys96, HILL99, HT99, HYL79, Mero9a, MSN99, New98, Riv98c, Roe94, Rom90b, Sch91b, Sch95a, TOU94, Uni97a, Uni98c, Uni98d, Uni98e, Uni96b, Uni97b, Uni98f, Uni98h, Uni97c, Uni95a, Uni98k, Zhe90, Ano97d, BD95a, BK98f, CB96, DI99, Dob98, Hwa92a, IEE92d, MB94b, MZI98, Roe95, Sim98c, Ste95, Sze98, Tao94, Tsu92b, Tsu92a, Wer93a, Wer93b, ZPS93, MAM95]. **One-Bit** [MS99]. **one-hot** [CB96].

**One-Key** [Gys96, Tao94]. **one-round** [Wer93a, Wer93b]. **One-Step** [Ano97d].

**One-Time** [BM96a, Fl95, BM96b, BM96c, MAM95]. **One-Time-Password** [New98]. **One-Way** [BJ97, BMDM94, BM94a, BKK98, DGV93, DDP90, Roe94, Sch91b, TOU94, Zhe90, BHH99, HILL99, HYL79, Rom90b, BK98f, DI99, Dob98, Hwa92a, MZI98, Sim98c, Sze98, Tsu92b, Tsu92a, ZPS93].

**One-Wayness** [HT99]. **Onion** [RSG98, SG97]. **Online** [FL99b, Jam98, MGL+98, MB99a]. Only [BK98d, TOU94, MRS99]. **Ontario** [GS94b, IEE96d, IJL93, TM99].

**Ontology** [CHLT99]. **Ontology-Driven** [CHLT99]. **Ontology** [ADBB99, Gua99, Mec99].

**Oorschot** [Sha99a]. **Op** [MGL+98]. **Op-Ed** [MGL-98]. **Open** [AT99, BCE+94, Con99a, DMVC99, GS97, HWH98, Luc98b, Muf93, Hor94, SY96b, Sta96b, Con98, Dra99].

**OpenBSD** [dRHG+99]. **OpenCard** [DT98b, HH99]. **OpenGL** [DDJ98e, DDJ98f]. **Opening** [Bur94c].

**OpenPGP** [CDFT98]. **Operand** [SS98h].

**Operating** [CH94b, IEE93a, IEE99b, Mar98a, WABL94, AHdJ97, FM98b, SG96b, WABL93].

**Operation** [Ano96c, Bih94b, Bih98a, Bih99b, HP99a, HP99b, Wag98b, Bih95a, Glaa98b, Mon96, Pos92]. **Operational** [Car97b, RZ99]. **Operations** [DBVD96, Zie97, Win93]. **Operator** [Uni94a, BP98c]. **operators** [BP98b].

**Ophthalmical** [FCD98]. **OPIE** [MAM95]. **Opolizing** [YY98d].

**Opportunistic** [BRW99]. **Opportunities** [MBB98].

**Optical** [DH98a, FVEA99, HLMP96, Tow98, van96, van97b]. **Optimal** [BP98a, BR94b, BR95a, BJY97, BM96b,
BM96c, Car94, FGMY97a, HKS97a, HKS97b, LC99, PRS99, PLWSN99, ST94, SW97a, SW97b, Tay95, BJQ97, DP94, LL93b.

Optimality [Mas99b]. optimally [CGS97].

Optimisation [CD98a, FCD98]. Optimised [RC94a, RC94b]. Optimising [DN95b].

Optimistic [ASW98, GJM99a, GJM99b].

Optimization [ARK99, DDNM98, RP98]. Optimized [EPR99b, EPR99a, SL99]. Optimizing [Cla97, MS99b].

Optimum [OK96b].

Option [Dra99, Bor93c]. options [Ros94, Sta97c].

Oracle [Ano95k, GHR99, Ano95k, Got99, MSO96].

Oracle [HTY99, MW96c, MW96b, BR97b, Bra90d].

Orange [IEE96f].

Order [CH98, KW99, KS97b, Mil96a, MSK98, SMK98a, SVxW91, Boy97, Gol96a, GK95b, Jak99a, ML98, Mat95, She95c, VZ97].

ordering [Sab94]. Orders [BBT94, HJPT98b, KS97a, GvP98, HJPT98a].

Ordinary [Miy93b].

Oregon [Auc98, USE90]. Organizational [FY99]. organized [Far93]. Organizing [OMV98].

P [YT96, MS90b]. P-1 [MS90b]. P. [IEE97c]. P0k [Tak98a]. P1363 [Ano96k, Ana97y, Ana97z, Ana98i, Kal97a].

PA [AR97]. Pacific [Unf98e, Win93].

Pacifio [I298]. Package [BMS99, Riv97c, Sta94a]. packet [TY94].


PalmPilot [DB99].

Palo [ACM98a, IEE98a, IEE98b].

Panama [DC98a, DC98b]. Panel.

Panel [ADKN90, CFGS99, CPOR97, EQ98].

Paper [BKF99, Cha93, CM99c, Fuc99, Mer90b, YST99a, Gol99c]. Papers

SB97, Ana95l, Cha91, CFG96, RRP97, CW94].


Parallelisation [FCD98].

Parallelism [BS91h, Cla99, PP92b, Pos93, Pos98].

Parallelization [BFVD99, RG99].

SKW^+99b, She92c, Sma99, Sut99, Tou95, VNW94, Wie98b, Nor95b, NO96, SS98.

**Performer** [KS98b]. **Period** [RH99].

**Periodic** [Mun91a, Mun91b, Abe98b].

**periods** [GvP98].

**Perl** [DDJ98a].

**Permit** [Joh94].

**Permits** [Gar97b].

**Permutation** [BM92, BS90b, CT99a, EM93, HMvT94, Pat99c, Pat99, CSV94, HT95, O'C95, Pat91b, Por93, Zan90].

**Permutations** [BY93a, DW94, FJRS96, SPS97, CCZ98, Pat91a, Pie93, Sha94, SMK98b].

**Permuted** [BCCG93, KM99b].

**perpetual** [HJKY95].

**Persistence** [DL99].

**Person** [BBDF97, Ble98b, DLF97, DMFB97, WKHG97, BCB97].

**Personal** [Ano97s, BE90, Bar05, Cae96b, EHMS99, Gar97b, Hamxx, Los97, Los98, RSA99a, Rivxx, Cra96, Mil95, Wil93a].

**Personalized** [GGMM97].

**Perspective** [Bre99, Cae96a, CM99b, Orl96, Swi97, UFC94].

**Perspectives** [GO96c, Des98a, DR98b, Ano95c].

**pertaining** [Cha94b]. **Perugia** [De 95].

**pessimistic** [Kru98]. **Petard** [WG97].

**Peter** [vdWS97, vS97]. **Petho** [La92].

**Petre** [CFK91]. **Petri** [DR98b, KA99, LL97a, NT93, YK98]. **PGM** [HMvT94, MMT90, MM90a, MM90b].

**PGP** [Ano97s, ASZ96, Elk96, End97, Gar95, GM95a, Gar98c, Joh96, Kar96, Ken95, MR98, MLLG95, Ros95a, Ros95b, Ros96a, Ros96b, Ros96c, Ros96f, Ros97b, Ros98b, Ros98c, SA95, Sta94a, Sta95a, Sta95b, WCS95, WT99, Zim95a, Zim95b].

**PGPmail** [Pre97b, Pre97c]. **Phantomic** [Lip93].

**Phase** [BGV93, Chi92, ODB96, HY95].

**Phases** [Tou92]. **Phil** [Ros95a, Ros96c, Ros97a].

**Philadelphia** [ACM96b, AR97, CH96]. **Philosophical** [Mos98].

**Phone** [Gar97a]. **Phones** [MB99a].

**Photographic** [Fri93].

**Physical** [GBC93, Oka93a, Sal98]. **Physically** [Wal90].

**physics** [Sch90c, Sch97c].

**Picard** [BSB97].

**Picking** [Way95].

**Picture** [GDD97, MT94, DDM98, YEA98].

**pictures** [ONT98]. **Piecewise** [YMWP99].

**PIL** [Sch99k]. **PIL/SETHEO** [Sch99k].

**piling** [HKM95]. **piling-up** [HKM95].

**Piloting** [KW92]. **Pinyin** [OSH91].

**Pioneer** [Pin98]. **Pioneers** [Unixxb, Riv98c].

**Pipelined** [Pos93]. **Pirates** [Wal94].

**Pkg** [Sch99a, Ano96f, Kal97b, Kal98f, Kal98c, Kal98d, Kal98b, KS98a, Nys99, RSA93d, RSA93b, RSA93c, RSA93e, RSA93a, RSA99b, RSA99a].

**PKC** [IZ98]. **PKC'99** [IZ99].

**PKCS** [Ano95j, Ano96k, Ano97y, Ano98i, Ble98a, Kal97b, Kal98f, Kal98c, Kal98d, Kal98b, KS98a, Nys99, RSA93d, RSA93b, RSA93c, RSA93e, RSA93a, RSA99b, RSA99a].

**PKCY** [XW97]. **PKZIP** [BK95a].

**Place** [DR94c, Des98a, DR98b, Ano95c].

**Placement** [Des98a, DR98b].

**Planar** [LE99].

**plane** [ZW99]. **Planet** [Sta97c, Fro96].

**planning** [Mas97]. **Plants** [PRAM98].

**Plasma** [BVFD99]. **plastic** [Gau97].

**platform** [Ale98, LS98a, Way98].

**platforms** [Ril96].

**Play** [Bea97b, DDJ98d, IKM99].

**Players** [IKM99].

**Playing** [Sv98, SV99a, SV99b].

**Plays** [Lea90].

**Pleasures** [Kör96].

**Plug** [Bea97b].

**Pluggable** [IH98, Mor97].

**plugs** [GTGW94].

**Plus** [Dav95]. **plutonium** [Ano96m].

**PMLP** [BPBV99]. **Pocono** [IE97e].

**Poe** [Sha99a, Ros97c].

**poems** [Lea90].

**Point** [FF99, Gar97b, Lau98, STP93, Ken95, Shp99a, SM98a].

**point-&-click** [Ken95].

**Point-to-Point** [SM98a].

**points** [KK98, MVZ93].

**Poker** [KKOT91].

**polities** [HK99b].

**Policy** [ACM94b, And96a, Ano96f, Bar93a, Bar93b, CPOR97, Ell99, Gir99, Hat96, Wai95, Aus96, Akr97, Ban94, Bro96, Dum96, DG96, Ele99, HAHH94, Hof95, LKB+94, Rot95a, Tas98, Wad98, Zaj97].

**Polish** [Blo98b, Blo98c].

**Politics**
IEE92c, IEE93b, IEE94d, IEE95b, IEE97i, Ken93, KFJP96, Lin88a, Lin89a, Lin93a, Lut98, MW97, Mjo93, NKP99, Par98c, SY96a, SYMI98, SB97, SG96a, Sta94a, Tho96, Tra99, Uni98a, Uni98i, Ban94, Bro96, CM95, Car94, Cha92a, CK93, Cli99, Dom96, HM96, JMLW94, Mar95b, Mei96a, Mil95, Rot95a, Smi94a, Sta95b, Uni97c, VPM97, Zim96a, Zim96b, Gar98c, Ros97a, SS97a, SS97b, Sta94a, Sta95a, Zeg93.

Privacy-Protection [Tra99].

Private [BDF98, BD99b, CKGS98, HR90, KR94c, Law98, MP91, Me93, RSA93c, Dam96, DS90a, Rac90, Sch95d, SS98b, Ts'90, Wil93b, ZG96].

Private-Key [HR90, Mv93, RSA93e, DS90a, SS98b].

Privilege [ECM96].

Prize [GC97, Pin98].

PRO [Ano97r, Gar98c].

Proactive [CHN97, FGM97b, HJKY95, HJJ+xx, IBMxx, Jar96, Rab98, BCR98, FGMY97a].

Probabilistic [Jak98, JO97, SF97, Sch91b, Tou93, Goli99a, GO95, HK90, Imp92, Lon91, TX89].

probabilities [Lew92].

Probability [BDG99, Gol96b, Koh99, TY94, A196, MHHMW98, MA96b, WM93].

Probable [BD93, NK93, DLP93, Graxx].

Problem [Bon98b, Bon98a, BN96, CS98a, Cha90, DDD99, DJL93, GO96c, HM98, KM99b, KR99b, MT99b, NS99b, OMV98, Per99, RS99b, CP995, HY93b, HI97, HM97b, HMP95, LC97b, Mas97, McC90a, NR95, OA99, MS96].

Problem-Solving [Per99].

Problems [AA93, BD95a, Bra90a, GGH97b, KRS99, MC92, Po99, Smi90, AP993, Bea92, BFKLO4, FR95a, HC95a, IEE97e, Lew92].

Procedure [Ada97a].

Procedures [Hig97b, Lin93a, Lee95, Lin88a, Lin93a].

Proceeding [BPR99].

Proceedings [ACM90, ACM91, ACM94c, ACM95, ACM96a, ACM96b, ACM97b, ACM97c, ACM98b, ACM99a, ACM99b, ACM99c, AR97, Ano95l, Ano98f, Bri92, Bri93, Com96, GN95b, IEE95a, IEE91, IEE92b, IEE92c, IEE92d, IEE93c, IEE94c, IEE94d, IEE95c, IEE95b, IEE96c, IEE96d, IEE97a, IEE97j, IEE97k, IEE97l, IEE97m, MO98, Nat99b, OW95, PSN95a, Pat95, Shi93b, SL93, USE91, USE92a, USE94, USE95b, USE95c, USE95a, USE96c, USE96d, USE96f, USE98c, USE98a, USE98b, USE99a, USE99b, USE99c, And94a, And96c, Ano94d, BHH97c, B+96b, BGGH95b, BS95e, Chr98, Dam90a, Dam91a, Dav91, DG96, De 95, DEQ92, Far93, FM91, FR95a, Fra99, Fum97, Gol90b, HOQ97, Hir97, Hir98, HF97, IEE92a, IEE94b, IEE97b, IEE97e, IEE98a, IEE98d, IEE98f, IZ98, IZ99, KM96a, KG93, Kni99c, KP99b, KK99b, Kra98, LOX99, LM98a, LW96, Lom97].

proceedings [MV91, Nyb98, ODP98, Pre95a, QV90, QG95, Q+98, Rue93, S93, Sp95, Ste99b, TM99, TV94, T+98, TV92, USE90, USE98d, VPM97, Vau98e, Wat91, Wie99, Wol93b, Yuan92, vWN99, ACM93b, CH96, Ckr99b, IEE94e, Sti94, Wal99a, ECB97, Boy95b, CMM93, Cop95d, Dar97, Des94b, Fei91, Gol96d, GQ95, GS94b, He94, IRM93, Kal97a, Kol96, Mau96b, PSN95b, SP90].

Process [AMP94, Kn99a, Rob98a, RS99c, YT96, CWM+91].

Processes [Gar98b, Bea92].

Processing [Ano97h, DN93, Gar98b, IEE95a, IEE97a, IEE96e, IEE97c, IEE97d, IEE97j, IEE97k, IN99, KV99, LMP99, LW96, Pin98, Pit95, Ano92a, DO99, DF97, Man98, Sab94, T+98, Whi90].

Processor [Gar98a, RB99, SW97a, SW97b, She92e, Sut99, VVDJ90, Von92a, Von92b, DQ96, She92c].

Processor-efficient [Von92a, Von92b].

Processors [Cla97, KK99a, She92e, BS95c, MHPS96, NM96a].

Proctoring [SKW96].

Prodigy [CFK+91].

produced [SSI97a, SS97b].

Product [GO96c, KSW98a, KSW98b, KSH98c, GN95a, SS98b, Ano94h].

Products [Ano97r, Ano97s, Cha94b, Cli97, Los97, U97b].
Professor [Swi97]. Profile
[HFPS99, MM90a, MK92]. Program
[BDFM99, FGY96a, LBMC94, FGY96b, LS98a, Pre97b, Pre97c, Uni95a]. Programmable
[Bre99, DDJ98a, Jol95, Ste94b, vdWS97, vS97]. Programmers
[Gar97c, Joh97a, Joh97b]. Programming
[IBM93, BGS96, CO98, Eri97a, JDK+91, Ste90a, Ste90b, ACM99a, Gre94, GA98, LS98a, OA99, Sab94, vWN99]. Programs
[BK95c, DRR95, SG95, SHK99b, WB95, Zwi98, B+96b, DFHR91]. Progress
[Ano96k, Ano97z, BDI+96, KSB96b, Wol93b, Wol93a]. Progressions
[MP99]. Project
[BPBV99, IBMxx, GH96, Man98, DS90b, RC99]. PROMIS [SSCP99]. Promise
[Law98, Los97, Mar96]. promises [Way93b]. Promotes [GO96c]. PROMS
[IEE98e]. PROMS-MmNet [IEE98e]. Proof
[Bol98a, Bol98b, CD99, CDS94, FO091, GMW91, GK96, NMV99, RS91, Zhe95b]. Proof-Based
[Bol98a, Bol98b]. Proofs
[BG90, BG93, BD91, CD98b, DFKN93, FS97b, GMW91, GO93, JMS196, CDP95, DP94, Gol99a, PS96d, Sak97]. Propagation
[GPR98, SG99b, SZZ95c]. Properties
[Boy99, Con99b, KA99, MM90b, MS91, OK98, OS98, Tou93, VW98, WW98b, Zie97, BHHRR99, CDG95, FSS94, KSB96a, Kob91a, PS93a, XZZ97]. Property [CFGS99, DL99, LQR98, SY99, Uni97b, Ale98, BS95c]. Proposal
[ABK98b, ABK98c, ABK98a, BAK98, D98a, KR94a, LM91b, Cli99, LM91a, RHAl92, RSS98, Ban94]. Proposals
[DAe99, VvT97]. Propose
[Gar98b]. Proposed
[CP91, Lea99, LL98, Nat92a, Riv93c, SB93, Wag98b, CJM96, Gua90]. Proposes
[SVB99]. Protect
[Sch94i, Sta95b, Cli99, KR96b, Way93b]. Protected [CH94b, DY91f]. Protecting
[BO96a, Ble98b, Des90a, EHMS99, GMDS98, KRJ98, Lut98, Mar95b, MW98b, PT95, SYMI98, Tra99, VP99]. Protection
[BGG95, CHN97, CW94, DF91c, FGR92, FG98, Gro98, HG97c, LQRS98, LvdLB96, LvdLL97, LML98, Per97, Smi90, Uni97a, Uni98i, ZK95, ZK96, Ale98, BBCP97, BBCP98a, BOD95, CPO+98, CHO+98, Cli99, DFHR91, GO96a, Ibb97, OP+99, RP94, RKDB96, SY96a, Sta94a, Tv92, TSN93, Uni97c, YE+A+98, FT95]. protections [HPA99]. protest [Ano97-30]. Protocol
[ATAV98, Ano95a, BWM99b, BV98b, Bra95a, Bra96, CH98, Dan95, Dra99, FKK96, Geh94, GS97, HHY93, IS91, JT97a, JMP+98, JC97, Kas96, KS98a, KS98b, Kra99, Kum98, Low96, Man94, MW99, Mey96, Moe92, NS98b, NS98c, OM93, RS96a, RS98b, SN98a, SH97, SM98a, SM95a, Sim96b, SM96, SM98b, Ste98b, WS96a, WS96b, AP93, Bea93, Bol97, BO99, CTSS, Des96b, Ev993, Fra90, FR95b, HY98b, HY98a, KC95, KSL92, Low95, Pau99, RS89f, SK97, Sim94b, TH99, WS97, WL94, Zhe95a, GM93a, Sar97]. Protocols
[AG98a, AG98b, AN95, AB97, BCG90, BBT94, BMT96, BGH+91, BWM98, BWM99a, BCM93b, Ble98a, Bol98a, Bol98b, BDL97, BM94b, CG98, CD99, CDS94, CD95, Cre97, Dan99a, DGT96, DQ93, DS97d, Fei93, Fei96, FBS97, Fum98b, GM93a, Geh95, GS97, GMV98, Gue98b, HT98, HK99a, HL92, Hwa92d, HCY96a, IEE98e, KKOT91, KY92, KS97c, LYH93, LL97a, LH96, LL95a, LS92, LM96, MB94a, MM99a, Mau93a, MW98d, Ng99, NR94, NK98b, Nur94, SI93a, Sch94g, Sch96a, Sch94h, Sch99k, SSP90, Tou91, Tou93, AN94, AG97b, AG97c, AG97a, Aa99, ABC+98, BDHJ97, BH93, BCK98, BGH+95a, BBS98b, BM95, Bra90b, CGM96, Chr98, Chr99b, CJ95, Dan97, Fei99, Hor98, HLL+95, JW01, LY93, LHW99, LL95b,
Lom97, Man95, Mas97, MILY93, Mea95, MW98c, NT93, PS98c, PS98e, PS98f.

protocols [Pau98, PW93a, PKM97, SSG99, Syv93, SM95b, TH99, XZZ97, XZZ98, ZLX99, Zhe95b].

Prototypes [Pau98, PW93a, PKM97, SSG99, Syv93, SM95b, TH99, XZZ97, XZZ98, ZLX99, Zhe95b].

Prototyping [AKP99].

Provable [Bel99, CT99a, Mat96a, Mih94, SZ96, Vau98b, BOGG+90, Mo98].

Provably [AB96a, AWV99, BR95b, BC93b, CS98b, Dam94b, DY90, DY91d, DY91b, Man91d, Oka93b, PS96c, Sh96, ZMI90, BH93, Dam94a, FO98, Go90c, NY90, PSW95].

Provable-Secure [DY90, DY91d, DY91b, Mau91d].

prove [Zha96].

proven [DS93, Lea90].

Prover [DY91a, GPSV98, HB99, DY91c, DFKN93].

provers [JY96, Ped91a].

Provide [BDR+96, SA95].

Provider [Tre99].

provides [MHMW98].

proving [Bos90, DR94c, DE99, FK99, DF91b].

provisions [CL97, UU97b].

proxies [LC94].

Proxy [GP99, Jak99c, LHW98, Zha98, BBS98b].

PRPs [HWKS98a, HWKS98b].

Prudent [AN94].

Pruning [AP94].

Pseudo [BG98, BGM97a, BGM97b, Imp92, MS95f, NR98, PS98b, Bou94, TSY98].

pseudo-aléatoire [Bou94].

Pseudo-Random [BG98, BGM97a, BGM97b, MS95f, NR98, Imp92].

Pseudonymous [GGK+99].

Pseudonyms [KRJ98, Mjo93].

Pseudorandom [ARV99a, ARV99b, BCK96b, BCK96c, BGK99, EM93, HILL99, KSW98d, KS99, Lag90, Mac94, Pat91a, Siu99, ZYWR91, BGR95, Kos99, Pat91b, Rev91].

Pseudorandomness [Kob99, Lub96, LLG10, BCK9x, GOL99a, MM95].

psychoacoustic [Til98].

Psychovisual [DM98].

PTY [LT98].

PTY-Marks [LT98].

PUB [Nat95, Nat99a, FIP93b, NIS93b].

Public [ANS97, ANS98b, Acc97, AKP96, AN95, IBM93, Ano96m, Ano99f, Ano99h, AA93, BP98a, BI95, BDHJ98, BDG98, BCE94, Bec99, BC95b, BHSV98b, BHSV98a, BDPR98, Ber97c, BS91b, BFS92a, Bir98, BMS94, BPK99, BFK99, Ble97, BF99c, BS94, CC99b, CG99, CJS91, CL97b, CS98b, CRA98, Cus97, DDJ98b, Dam91b, Dav96, De93c, DP98e, Dif90, Eil99, FY95a, FY98a, FYM99, FGLP96a, FGLP96b, FO99a, GHT90, Gal96, Gar96b, Gib91, Gib96, Git91, GGH97b, GH99, HK99a, HGS98, HP99a, HY93b, HMY93, HL93b, HJJ+xx, Hes97, HPS98, HFP99, IZ98, IZ99, Ise90, Jab90, Kal99, KS99b, KM99c, KT91a, KMOV91, KKOT91, RSA93f, Lan99, LM94b, LA98, Low96, Luc98b, MY91, Man93a, Mat97a, Men93, MM96b, Mic93a, Mic93b, MM98a, MM98b, NS97a, NY90, Nec91, Nec96, NS99a].

Public [Od94b, Oka94, OU98a, Ox91a, PSR97, Pale99d, Pat95, Pin97, Poi99, RSA94, RCM99, Rud91, Sal90, Sal96, DP91, Sas99a, SE96, She94d, Smi93b, ST91, Sun98a, Sut99, TAP90, VSH97, wQ91b, We98b, Yam98a, Yam98b, YST99a, YST99b, ZPY96, Zim96b, dW91a, vO91b, AA95, AD97, AD99, Ano90, ASD99, Bao94, BI94, BD98a, BS97, BS91a, Ben94, BMP97a, Boy97, CC99a, CW97, Cle96, Cra97, Cus95, DW92, Dam96, Den90, DQV96, Dhe98, DN95b, ES97, FGM97a, GH96, Gih95, He92, HFW96, HJJ+97, JM96a, Jar96, Jon90, KASH90, KM99a, Kir95, KM99d, Kos99, LG97, Las92, LM93, Lee95, LC96a, LM94a, LZ90, LZ91a, LD94, LCL95, Lon91, Lon92, Low95, MI90, Man91b, MY93b, NM96a, Nat97a, Ole95, Pet91, PP92b, Rae90, Roe99, SW95a, Sch92c, Sha95a, She96a].

Public [She92c, SM90, SS95b, SS95c, Sta94a, Sta95a, Sun91a, Tab94, TCC97, TC99b, TC99a, Tb99, Ven90, Wan92b, Wil93b, Xie92, Xie93, XLP99, XW97, Yu92, Zha91, vO92, vT90, BFS92b, HML+98].

Public-Key [AKP96, Ano99f, Ano99h, AA93, BP98a, BHSV98b, BHSV98a, BDPR98, Ber97c,
BMS94, BPK99, BFK99, CC99b, CJ91, Cra98, Cus97, DP98c, Dif90, FY99, FO99a, GHY90, GGH97b, HK99a, HGS98, HP98a, HMY93, Hes97, Iss90, Kal99, KM99c, KT91a, KMOV91, LM94b, Low96, MY91, Mic93a, Mic93b, NS97a, Oka94, OU98a, vO91a, PSR97, Pai99d, DP91, Sas99a, ST91, Sun98a, Wie98b, Yam98b, YST99a, YST99b, Ano96m, BFS92a, FGLP96a, FGLP96b, GH99, HY93b, NY90, Nec91, Sal90, Sal96, Smi93b, Yam98a, AD97, AD99, BKP97a, CC99a, Cle96, Cra97, DV96, Dhe98, DN95b, ES97, FGMY97a, KASH90, KM99a, KM99d, LM94a, LZ91a, LDW94, LCI95, Lou92, Low95, Man91b, MY93b, NM96a, Ole95, SW95a, Sch92c, Sha95a, SS95b, T99b, Tze99, Ven92, Wan92b, XLP99, Yu92, v990. Public-key [BFS92b]. Public-Key-Based [Nec96, TAP90]. Public-Randomness [DP91]. Publication [Nat93b, HV98, Nat92b, Nat93a, Nat94a]. Publicly [Mao97, Sch99i, Sta96a, VBD99, FO98]. Published [Ano97c, Ano97z]. Publish [Ano95j]. Pudding [KS97a]. Purchaser [RS99a]. Purple [Cur98]. Purpose [KP93, Sut99, Sch91b, Vu95]. purposes [Cli99]. pursuant [Cli97, U97b]. Push [Eri97b]. Pushes [Bar97]. Putting [DDJ98c]. puzzle [Bar92b, Gre90, WSFC99]. PVM [BSN95]. PVS [DS97d].


KR94c, Nis96, DP91, Sot98, SB99, BGS95.


Rapid [KM93, GTS90]. Rate [BDGV93, BS91g, LD98, St93a, Bla94a, BDGV96, KL95b, MHW98]. Rates [HK97, HR90]. Rational [KG95, Koz96, ST91]. raw [HG96].

Ray [Aga92, BALS99]. RBF [WKHG97]. RC2 [Ano97c, KSW97a, KSW97b, KRR98, Riv98a]. RC4 [MT99c]. RC4-like [MT99c].

RC5 [Ano97z, BR96a, BK98e, BPV99, GPO98a, GPO98b, KY95b, KY95a, KY97, KY98, KYYx, KM96b, MAO96, Riv95c, Riv95b, Riv95d, Sel98a, Yin97]. RC5-CBC [BR96a]. RC5-CBC-Pad [BR96a].

RC5-CTS [BR96a]. RC5P [KSW99b, KSW99c].

Re [FL99b, Yak99c, AGY95a, Bur98b, HG97d]. re-encoding [HG97d]. Re-encryption [Yak99c]. Re-issuance [FL99b]. re-sharing [AG99a]. Reachability [DR94c].

Reached [Lea99]. Reaches [MB99a].

Reaching [Gar94, HH94]. React [Par98c].

Reaction [HGS98]. Reactive [MKL99].

Reactor [HRVV99]. Read [Sta97b, Cohl96, LF97]. Reading [Eri97b].


Real-Quadratic [BBT94, BMT96].


Really [Ano93c, DDJ98a, Ritt99, Sim90a]. Realms [ARH95]. Reapplication [Sch99c].

Reasoner [MD99]. Reasoning [AG97a, BMC95, DSB95, KM99c, MR95a, PK99, Var99b, Ger99b]. reasons [Ril96].

Reassessing [Neu95]. Reassure [MB99a].


Rechnergestützte [MPS94]. Recipes [FBS97]. Recipient [WP90, Wal90, WK97].

Recognition [HCD99, HA96, WD99b]. Recognizer [WB94]. Recognizes [Pin98]. Recommendations [Ano95m, Kal98g].

Reconciliation [BS94, CM95].

Reconfigurable [BP99b, PJB90].

Reconstruct [HD96a]. Reconstruction [BC95b, BD98e, LH95]. Record [Har90, LCL92, Cha99b, CDEH+96, IEE96f, IEE98b, JLM+94]. Record-Oriented [LCL92]. Recoverable [YY99b, YY98c].

recovering [HCC98]. Recently [Wag98b]. Recently-Proposed [Wag98b].


Redistribution [MSNW99]. redistributors [DF98]. REDOC [Nor95a, BS91f, CW91b, GN95c].

REDOC-II [BS91f]. Reduce [Hig97b, SVWM95]. Reduced [BBS99a, BKR97, MT99a, BBS98a, PNR94].

Reducing [DS98b, JQ98b]. Reduction [CTT94, GGH97b, BK98g, PP92a, PP95b, PP95a, SH95a, SH95b, SOB98]. Reductions [Fis98, HSSI99, OU98b]. Redundancy [GM97, Mis97]. redundant [SOB98, TY92].

Redux [DDJ98c]. Reengineering [AMP94].

Reference [Bar96b, CDF95, KMKH99, Pre97c].

refined [HWF96]. Refinement
Reflective [BCCD99, DL99, KHB99].

Regional [ADEDS99].

Regional [BCCD99, DL99, KHB99].

Refunds [Hir93].

Regarding [Roh99, CJRR99b].

Regenerating [Jan95].

Register [CS96b, CS97b, GN95a, GM91].

Registers [GO96b, Gol94, GO95, GK95a].

Registration [Bal97, TOH98].

Registry [PKA+98].

Reglementierung [MPS94].

Regulated [Way93].

Regulating [Riv98c].

regulation [Koo97, Ram92].

regulations [Cha94b, Cli97, UU97b].

Reinventing [Yuv97].

Rejected [Eri97b].

Rejects [Gar97a, GC97].

Related-key [KSW97a, KSW97b].

Related-Message [Ber97c].

relating [Aus96].

Relation [BHSV98b, BHSV98a, SK98c, SK98b].

Relations [BDPR98, Jak98, NMV99, Uni98c, Tze99].

Relationship [GSO99, HT99, MW99, Oka93a, SSZ95c].

Relationships [Kem99, Len99b, RG95, SS95a, SG99b, SSZ95a, GK95a].

Release [Dam94b, Dam94a, DOR99, Sun91b, Zim96b].

Released [JJ99a].

Releases [Got99, Wor96].

Relevance [SS99d, Tra99].

relevant [HI94].

reliability [BHS93, HS96b, IEE94b].

Reliable [BF97a, BF99b, KM93, FD92].

Relinearization [KS99a].

Relying [ZM90, Sak97, Sch99e].

remainder [DiDP99, WW99].

Remark [CMTNY94, LHL94, FR94].

Remarks [BY92, GPSN97, Gro94, Gui97, Oht98, BBL95, LA98].

Remote [BLM94, FMM99, HS97, Hel98a, LC95, RRSW97a, RRSW97b, SK97c].

Remotely [BFN98b, Luc97, Luc99c, LW99, BFN98a].

Removing [LB98, RCM99].

repair [Zhe95a].

repeated [Syv93].

Replacement [Cap94, SN94].

Replay [OG97, YL97b].

Replicate [RB94].

Replicated [KB92].

Replicating [HS96b].

Replication [BLM94, Pit96b].

Reply [NC97, BMP+97b].

Report [Bra93a, BDI96, Dra98, EMMN98, Kru91, Nat99c, Par98c, PH91, RIP95a, RD99a, Tou95, Vau99d, Wor96, BFS92a, BP95b, Bur98a, KSB96b, NBD+99, Org98a, RIP95b, UU97a, Zer96a, Dan95, BFS92b].

Reports [Ano97a].

Repositories [CHLT99].

repository [HSK97].

Represent [MI99].

Representation [CK95, Ger99b, JKV99, LE99, NA95, PNFK95, TY92].

Representations [CF99].

Representatives [Chi97, Uni97a, Uni98c, Uni98d, Uni98e, Uni96b, Uni97b, Uni98f, UU97b].

Representing [HL99].

Republic [Ste99b, vWN99, Hru98].

Repudiation [GP99].

Required [BGS95].

Requirement [Sill97a].

Requirements [Ano97b, BD92, Bel92, BC95c, FR95d, HJTW99, HH94, VW98, Com94c, MW98a, SM95b, UNU94].

Research [Ano99a, DDJ98c, Dam96, Des92, Des98c, DEQ92, Ele98, IEE92e, IEE93b, IEE94d, IEE98d, Jan99, Q+98, Rhe93, Wol93b, Ano97-30, Wol93a].

researching [Uni96a].

Resend [Ber97c].

Reserve [Ano97x].

Resharing [AGY95b].

Residue [KKOT91, PP92b, CB96, PP92a, PP95b, PP95a].

Residuosity [Pai99d, DDP94b].

resilience [FGMY97a].

Resilient [BGS94, BGS96, MS99b, RS98a, GHS93].

Resistance [BKPS93, Dae99, SY98, YT95a, YT95b, CL97b].

Resistant [Ano96, BDHJ98, EKK99, KK99a, KS97a, LA98, PGV91].

Resolution [ADD99, BLM99, CH97a].

Resolvable [KK95].

resolve [CMY97a].

Resolving [CMY97b, QN98b, ZL97].

resorting [PBBC97].

Resource [BCCD99].

Resource-Aware [BCCD99].

Resources [GI99, LBHM99, KS95].

Response [She92e, SB93].

Responses [RHAL92].
DL96, Dam96, Gua99, Mau93b, Sin98.
Role-based [JJ95]. Role-Centered [VC99].
ROLLING [PWU99]. ROM [Ano96i, GTGW94, Ros94, UFC94, Yuv97].
Roman [Has95]. Rome [Knu99c, Nat99b, Wol93a, Wol93b, DDJ98b].
ROMs [GTGW94, UFC94]. Ron [Riv93a, Riv95a, vdWS97, Woe97, vS97].
Roosevelt [Kah98c]. Root [Cop95c, JJ91].
Rooted [PB99a]. Rooted-Tree [PB99a].
Roots [Kob97]. Rosemont [IEE97g].
Rosenheim [Sha99a]. Rosser [Ole95].
Rotation [OP97, OP98]. Routers [DMVC99].
Routing [GRS96, RSG98, SGR97, CadHSV96]. rover [Bis90]. Royal [Far93, Tv92, Don98]. RPC [SSH93]. RSA [Ano94b, Ano95f, AA99, And93, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano95a, Ano95j, Ano95m, Ano96b, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97u, Ano97v, Ano97a, Ano97w, Ano98a, Ano99a, BTD08, BQ95b, BQ95a, BR96c, BJ97, Ble98a, BF97b, BDF98, BV98c, BD99b, Bon99, Bra95e, Bri90b, BM94c, Cao99, CH97b, CH98, CB96, CLE99, CMNY94, CD91, Cle96, Cof97, CFPR96b, CFPR96a, CNS99a, CN99, CNS99b, Con99, CD96, Cus97, Dav95, Dem94, DDLM94, DN95a, DN95b, EvH91, Ev92, EvH93, Fia90, Fia97, FS97b, FM97b, FM97b, FY98b, FR95b, GJKR96b, GKR97, GGOQ98, Gil99, GM97, GTS90, Gro94, GS99b, HN98, HWF96, Hor98, Hub91, HP94, IMI93a, IMI93b, JQ97, JQBD07, JQ98a, KR95c, Ka97a, Kahlb, KS98a, Kir95, Koc94, Koc96a, Koc95, Koc96b, Koy95, KOT95a, KOT95b, KKL96]. RSA [Len98, LHL94, LL95a, Lon91, MBB09, MLY93, Mau90, MWW98d, MWW98c, MSS98, Mis97, Mis98, MS99c, Mue99, Miul99, NS98b, NS98c, Oka98a, Oka98b, OSA91, PPKW97, PP90, PW93a, Poi99, PS98g, Rab98, RS98e, RSxx, SSI97a, SSI97b, Sam98, SKNO98a, SKNO98b, SS98, SCH94m, Sha95b, SV93, SH99, Sil97b, Sil97a, Smi93b, TY92, Tak97, Tak98a, Tak98b, T+99, TT99, VVDJ90, VNM99, Ven92, Ve97, Wal99c, Way98, Wie90b, Wie90a, Wir98, XL99, YW99, Zer96b, Zho94]. RSA-120 [DDLM94]. RSA-130 [Ano96b]. RSA-Based [CD96, GKK97, VNM99]. RSA-cryptosystem [Gro94]. RSA-implementation [PP90]. RSA-key [FMY98]. RSA-keys [SSI97a, SSI97b]. RSA-Like [JJ97]. RSA-Moduli [Mau90]. RSA-signatures [Ev92]. RSA-type [BI97, JQBD97, Tak97, Q98a, Koy95, KKL96]. RSAb [MPPS95]. RSAEuro [Bar96b]. RTD [KW92]. RTR [KV99]. Ruby [JS93a]. Ruepe [NM98]. Rule [PL94]. Rule-Based [PL94]. Ruling [Eri97b]. Run [DF91c]. Run-Time [DF91c]. Running [RH93]. Runtime [WF94]. Runtime-Tunable [WF94]. Russia [CW94].
Safeguarding [Beu94]. Safer [Hir93, BM97, CMKK98, KSW96, KSW99a, Kel99, Mas94, Mas99b, Van95]. Safety [Ane94c, DDJ99, Clh99, IEE94b]. Safford [Bur98b, Kru98]. Safer [Hir93, BM97, CMKK98, KSW96, KSW99a, Kel99, Mas94, Mas99b, Van95]. Safety [Ane94c, DDJ99, Clh99, IEE94b]. Safford [Bur98b, Kru98]. Saint [GQ95, QG95]. Saint-Malo [GQ95, QG95]. Sales [Gar97a]. Salient [CKLS96b]. Salt [Ude98]. Samos [OMV98]. Salesman [OMV98]. Salt [USE95b]. Samba [Bla98]. Same [Ude98]. Samplers [MV98]. Same [Ude98]. Santorini [IEE97c]. Saragossa [Mau96b]. Sardinas [MSS93]. SASL [Mye97, New98]. SAT [McH92]. Satellite [Ane99c, Gar97a, Gar98a, Lam99]. Satisfying [Kim93, Ces96, CS96c, O’C94, YT96]. Save [DF92]. Saving [Ame96b]. Says [Riv98c]. Scalable [Hei96b, IEE94e, Kh98b, L98, RG99, SL99, Goo96]. Scale [SA95, SS90, She92a, FO93, OP97, OP98]. Scaling [SA95]. SCALPS [DVG96]. Scanners [Mei98]. Scanning [CO98]. Scenario [Amp94]. Scene [SZT98a, SZT98b]. Scene-Based [SZT98a, SZT98b]. Scenes [BDC+95, MCD98a]. SCFS [IHR99]. Schedule [KSW96, KSW99a, Kel99, MM99c, Mur99, SKW98a, SKW99, WKS+99]. Scheduler [KT96]. Schedules [CDN98]. Scheduling [KP93, Por98, SJS98, Sha99b]. Schema [Pit96b]. Schemas [Wed99]. Scheme [Int91a, ADF98, BCG93, BM99a, BM99b, BF99c, Boy90, BY92, CT97, CK95, Cop94b, DQ94, DKK98, DN94, GHY90, GQW+91, HL93a, Hwa93, Hwa97, Iye91, IM93b, KKS97, KS98d, KMK99b, KR99b, LK96, LW91, LH94, LH93b, MS98, Mjy96, Mue99, Mi99, MV98, OOK91, O90, OFF93, Pat95, Pet98, PM99b, RGV97, Sch99i, Smi90, Ver95, ZL99, AW95, BD98a, CW97, CL98, CC95, CL98, CM98, CMT94, CGS97, FO093, FO98, GML94, GPS97, Guar, Har91, HZ93, HK90, HY95, HC96, HW98c, HCC98, IS99, IM89a, Jc98, JLM+94, Kuc92, LWC96, LLG90, MRS99, MS98a, MLA91, Mau91b, MC96, Nac93, OK96b, Pat91b, Pat91a, RD96b, SS98b, SVW95, Ste95, Tan90, Tod97, Tra97, Wan92a, Wu92, WW95, vF93]. Schemes [AW94, BP97a, BC93a, BDPR98, BBDW96, BK94a, BK95b, BM96b, BM96c, BDG93, BDD+94, BFS96, BM99c, BV96, BD90, Bir90a, BS91g, BLLL98, BDB92, CS97a, CM99a, CD95, Dar99a, DWW90, DMPW98, D91e, vD95a, DFK99, DLR97, FDB93a, FY97, FO091, FO99b, GPS98, GP99, GS94a, HKS97a, HKS97b, IS91, JMO94, KPG99, Ki96, KMOV91, KOS+94, KOO95b, KOO95a, LHW98, MH96, Mis98, MWWW94, OK98, Oka93b, Pal93a, Pal98b, PM98, PS96c, PB99a, RS96e, dR94b, SK95, Sak96, SE96, Si93, Sim90b, Sim91, Sim94a, Ste94a, Sti93a, Sti98b, SW99b, SN99, YLD99, Zha98, AR99, BC95a, BR97b, BI93, BSDV93, BC95b, BCS96, BCDV96, BDG93, BMS96, BD97, BFS98, BD98a, BD98b, BDG99, Bur96, BM94c, CDGV91, CP95, CS94, CV94, DP96]. Schemes [DF93, DDB95a, DDB95b, Des99b, FDB93b, HY93a, HMP95, HCY96b, J93, Koy5, K95a, KO96, K97, LS98a, LC97a, LH95b, LHL95a, MS98b, MPS99, MTS97, Mu92, NR95, OK96a, OK97, OK95, Pad98, PS98a, PPKW97, Pf96c, PS96d, RD96a, RS96b, SI93b, Sha94, Sha95a, She92g, SW98, SW99a, SS94, SC97, TJ99, Tze99, VNM99, WAM904, ZHS94, ZI98, dR94a, vD95b]. Schernes [BBC93a]. Schnorr
[DBGV93, dR94b, dR94a]. Schoof
IKNY98]. school [Duf98]. Schools
DDJ98e, DDJ98f]. Schroeder
Low95, Low96]. Schussel [Pin98]. Schutz
FT95]. Schwierigkeit [Hor99].

Science [Ano93i, AA97, DDJ98e, DDJ98f, Eri99, IEE96a, IEE97f, IEE98a, IEE99a, Ste91, Beu94, Sch90c, Sch97c, Shp99a, Sim92, WS96c]. Sciences [Ano95l, Tv92].

Scientific

Scientist [CHLT99, PH91, GTGW94, HW91].

Scots [Sin99]. Scott [Sha99a]. Scramble

Scraping [CN99]. ScriptEase [Ano97s]. Scripting

SDK [Ano97s]. SDNS [NH90]. SDSC

Secret [Bur96, CDGV91, Dam94a, Dwo91, Eil97, FO093, FO98, GM95b, GPSN97, Gre90, HNSM91, He93, HJKY95, Hwa92d, HC96, HLC99, JM93, JMO95a, Jar96, JY98, Kahl96b, KO95a, KO96, KO97, LY93, LH95, Mei92, MPSV99, OK96a, OKT93, OK96b, OK95, Pad9b, Ped91b, Ped91e, RD96a, RD96b, Ros97c, Sim90a, Sta96a, SC97, Ve97, Wie90a, WS96c, Win99, Wir98, ZHS94, vD95b, van97a]. Secret-Ballot

Secret-Key [CFSY96, BT94].

secret-sharing [RD96a]. secret-sleuthing [WS96c]. Secretly [MT94]. Secrets

Section [Alv98c]. Secure

Secure [AHV98, AB96a, Ano93c, Ano93f, Ano95i, Ano99e, Ano99f, ATK97, AR99, Bal99. BQ95b, BQ95a, BMM99a, BMM99b, BR95b, BM99a, BM99b, BR91, BHK*99, BDHK93, BFS96, BS95b, BS98, BM94b, CG99, Car99, CG98, Cha90, CvhP91, CR91, CCR95, CKLS96b, CKLS96a, CKLS96c, CKLS97, CD95, CD96, CS98b, CDD+99, Cra99. Dam91b, Dam94b, DY90, DY91d, DY91f, FIP93b, FIRM90, FB97, FYM99, FH94, FO99b, GGMM97, GXY90, Gal96, Geh95, GJKR99, GHR99, Gut96, IOS94, Jac90a, Jac90b, JT97a, KRR95c, KM93, Kar96, KT96,
KSHW97, KSHW98, KS99a, Knu94a, KP97, Kon95, KBS97, KYDB98, LY93, Mar98a, Mau90, Mau91d, Mau97a, MW97, Mos98, NIS93b, Nat95, NS98b, NS98c, Oka93b, OU98a, Ped91d, PS96c, PB99a, PGV92, RR97, RS96a, RIP95a, SHH03, SSI98, SK94a.

Secure [SSSW98, Sas99a, Sch94a, SK98a, SK99, SM95a, S99, SM94, SH96, Smi93b, Str93a, Str93b, Tay95, WP90, WD99a, WK7, Web98, Yah94, YST99a, YST99b, ZM90, Zhe90, ZL99, Zol93, vHH97, BH93, Bea93, Bea96, BMS96, BP95b, Bow93, BM95, BD95b, CNST98, CGS97, CG05, Dam94a, Des90b, DS93, Des95, DVQ96, FO98, GGK99, GM95b, Gol90c, GBL94, HY98b, HY98a, HCG9a, Hwa93, HW98c, IS97, IKNY98, KC95, KSB96a, Lam99, Los97, MS98b, NY90, OK96b, Opp96, Ped91b, Ped91e, PWS95, Rh94, RRS98, Rom90b, Sar97, Sch92c, SKB97, Sim98c, Sin95, Sta97c, Ven92, YL97b, ANS97, Ano93j, Nat92b, Sta94b, Bou94a. secured [Way98]. Securely [RB94, DDFY94]. SecureNet [Ano97r]. Securing [Bhi96, Des95, Lin96a, RG95, SG98, VJ98, Ano95k, DL96]. sécurité [Sch98e]. Security [ACM93a, ACM94a, ACM97a, AKP96, ADDS91, ARH95, ABDV98, Ala97, And94a, Ano91a, Int91a, Ano92c, Ano93g, Ano95f, Ano95b, Ano96i, Ano96a, ??97?, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97a, Ano97w, Ano97x, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano98h, Ano99a, Atk95b, AR98, Bal99, BCCG93, KSB96a, KAM94, BDP98, Bel99, BGK99, Bel92, Ber96b, BDR99, Ble97, BPRF99, Bov98a, Bov98b, Boy99, Bra90a, BK94b, BNP99, Com96, Com94c, CM97a, CH94a, CHN97, CGJ99, CS96a, CM97b, CT99a, Chr98, CGB+93, CNS99a, Cor99, CN99, CG05, DMW94, Dan95, DS98a, Dav95, DG95, De 93a, De 98a, DDK98, Des92, Di 99, DI99, Dwo95, ECM96, ElK96, EH96, FGS96, FS97b, FO99a, Fum93, Fum98b, GM93a, GMCF95, Gan96b, Gar97c, Gar96c, Gib96, Gir99, GH95, Gon98, GA98, Gut99, HHT93].

Security [HHT97, HP99a, HP99b, HSK97, HH94, HLMW93, HXMW94, Hur98, IBM9x, IE92a, IE92b, IE92c, IE93b, IE93c, IE94c, IE94d, IE95b, IE96c, IE97b, IE97i, ISO97, IH99a, JD91, JLO97, KY95a, KR96a, KY98, KTM+99, Kau93, KA98b, KM96a, Kle90, KRR98, KS97c, LOX99, LBMC94, LL94a, LL95a, Lom97, Luc97, Luc98a, Luc99a, Luc99b, MMST98, Mat96a, MSK99a, MW98d, MSS98, MM98a, Mue99, Muf93, MM98b, MiL99, Mye97, NIS92, Ng99, NK93, ODP98, OO98, OU98b, Opp97, PS98d, PS99c, Pff97, PS96d, PS98h, Rei92, RBr94, Rob93, Rob98a, Rog96, Rus90, Sch94m, Sch95c, Sch95d, SH97, Sch97a, SSv+98, Sch98f, SS99a, Sch98h, She97, SSP90, SS90, She92a, She92f, She93c, She93d, She94c, She96b, SK97d, Sun98a, Uni97a, Uni98a, Uni98e, Uni96b, UB97a, Uni98f, Uni98j, USE90]. Security [USE92b, USE93, USE95b, USE96c, USE96g, USE98d, USE99a, Van95a, VSH97, Van98b, Van99b, Van99c, Ved93, Ved98a, Ved98b, VVG93, Ver98a, WSC95, Wol98, Wol99, ZS93, ZFKP98, ZFK+98, vT94, Aba99, AFB95, Ano93d, Bec97, BR96c, BCK96c, BDJ97, BKR98a, BKR98b, BB99, B3+96a, Bet95c, BHH99, Boy98, Bro96, Com97, Cha95a, CP94, Cha99a, Cha99b, CJ95, CI99, CTXs9, Dam99b, DS90a, Den99, DEQ92, D98+, FF99, FM98b, Fra92, Gon92, Gru98, HH98, HK99b, HOQ97, HS96b, Hor94, HC95a, HC95b, HY95, HLLC96, IE94b, JT96, JT97b, JJ95, KY97, KG96, Kat97, KSB96b, KSB97, KW92, Kuh98, La92, LTT95, Lee95, LHW99, Len93, LCH95, MW94, Mar95b, MSN97, Mas97, Man91c, MKKW99, MF97, Me94, MW98c, Nor95b, PS99d, PS99a, PS99b, PS99e, PV93d, PV906].

security [PR98, Q98, Riv98c, Ros94, SSN98b, Sah99, Sch92a, SSM+97, SMD+99, She92c, Sta94a,
Sta99a, Sun98b, Tay90, Tho96, TY98b, TY98a, Tsu92c, Uni98d, Uni98k, VB96, VPM97, Ven90, WBDF97, Woe97, Xie92, XLP99, XZZ98, dVdVI98, van96, van97b, Chr99b, Far92, Uni98c, Uni98b, Uni97b.

Security-analysis [vT94].

Security-preserving [DI99]. See [Web98].

Seeing [JJ98b, JJ98a, Lut98].

Seek [Gar97b, SV99a, SV99b, SvS98]. Seeks [Gar97b, SV99a].


selectable [Gon95]. Selected [CW94, TM99, Cha91, CFG96]. Selecting [Bax97, CDF195].

Selection [Hub91, Len99a, PNFK95, BM94c, Fei99, UFC94]. Selections [DKK+98, Ers99]. Selective [GM97, HVH98, IS97]. selectively [WY93].

Self-Certified [Gir91, SG99a]. self-confident [Jan95].


Self-Reductions [Fis98]. Self-shrinking [MS95b, MS95a, Mih96]. Self-similarity [BCD98a, Sch90c, Sch97c]. Self-Study [Sch99d]. Self-synchronised [KI97].

Self-Synchronizing [Mau91a]. Semantic [BPR99, Mee99].

Semantics [DJH98, DE99, FL99a, RZ99, RS99c, SG99b, WK96, Ts’90].

Semiconductor [Gar97c]. Seminar [Ers95d].

Semiotics [Gog99]. Senate [Uni98g, Uni98i]. send [Way91].

Sender [WP90, Wai90]. senders [HW98c]. sendmail [BRW99]. Sense [Ame96b, CC98]. Sensitivity [LyD98].

Sensors [Fuc99]. Seoul [Ano93g].


Separating [MKKW99, Tou92].

September [Ano98f, D’98, ES98, FR95a, IEE96e, IEE97e, IEE97k, Kat97, LW96, Q’98, Spi95, TV94, T’98, Uni97a, Uni96b, Uni98j, Uni98k, USE92b, USE96a, USE98b, Gar98a].

seq [Cl97, UU97b]. Sequence [LYH93, GM91, LY93, MHMW98].

Sequences [DSV99, JQ97, MS94, Mun91a, Mun91b, PMP99, SB94, Bla94a, GN95a, Gol99c, KS96a, MK92]. sequential [LHW99]. ser [IPNdbbp991]. Serial [Si93a, SS99, Yor96].

Series [Ano95d, HEQ98, CJR98a, CJR98b]. Series-Parallel [HEQ98]. Serpent [ABK98c, ABK98b, ABK98a, BAK98].

servant [CWM+91]. serve [Sch93e]. Server [Ano97r, Ano97s, BQ95b, BQ95a, DL99, ECD’99, HS94, HCY96a, LYH93, LL95a, MW98d, NS98b, NS98c, Oh99, SvA’98, Wat99, Ano97d, BM94c, HS96b, Hor98, LY93, MW98c, PW93a, Sin95, Ts’90].

Server-Aided [BQ95b, BQ95a, HCY96a, LYH93, LL95a, MW98d, NS98b, NS98c, BM94c, Hor98, LY93, MW98c, PW93a].

Server-Side [SV99a]. servers [Abe98a, AG95, CGM97b, GGK’99, Lee95, Ude98].

Service [FJ98, Gar98a, GH95, HS94, KMP99, Kau93, MB99a, RRSW97a, RRSW97b, Ros96c, Ros96f, Ros97b, Ros98b, Ros98c, Wu96, ZL99, Cra96, KNT94, Nee94, NT94, Zha96, Ber96a, KN93].

Service-Level [MB99a]. Serviceability [WP90]. Services [ANS98b, Cas95, HVH98, RB94, VSH97, Ved98a, AA95, AC97, D89ob, Don98, KW92, PS99b, You7, Zer96a, AA95, Acc97]. ses [Bou94].

Session [BR95b, BB95c, CFGS99, CPOR97, EQ98, FL96, IR99, SR96, AG95, Uni97a, Uni98c, Uni98d, Uni98e, Uni96b, Uni97b, Uni98f, Uni98b, Uni97c, Uni95a, Uni98k].

Session-Layer [BB95c]. Sessioneer [AG95].

Set [DJL93, FP99, IS91, Koz96, Mei92, Sta96b, SX90, GB98, Kra99]. sets [MT98].

settings [Car97c]. Settled [En97b].

Seventh [IEE99b, USE98d, ACM95].
Several [HGS98, LL95b, MH96, SiK93]. Severely [Gib95]. SG [Gue98b]. SHA [ANS97, MG98b, BGV97b, CJ98, MS95d, MS95e, Sta94b]. SHA-0 [CJ98]. SHA-1 [ANS97]. Shakespeare [Lea90]. Shallow [ACD94, WF94]. Shamir [She92g, Ada92, GGO98, Nac93, OOK91, OO93, The95]. Shamir-like [Nac93]. Shannon [Sga91a]. Shannon-theoretic [Sga91a]. Shape [HHD99]. shapes [Ger99b]. Share [BWM99b, Csi95, DDFY94, Sim90a]. Shared [BF97b, DHMR96, DF91a, iFiR90, HD96a, IS91, Lei90b, Mwb99, PS08g, Rz99, SN96, Sim90b, Sim91, Sim94a, WI99, Yl97b]. Shared-Memory [Lei99b]. shareholders [LHL95b, LHL95a, Mao98]. Shares [BSN99, BDG99, CDGV91, OK95, ZHS94]. Sharing [AGY95b, BC93a, BC95b, Bbdw96, BK94a, BK95b, BDGV93, Bdd94, BM90c, BD90, Bri90a, BS91g, Cac95a, Cac95b, CG98, CT97, CK90, DDF94a, Dkk98, vDF95a, DLR97, FDB93a, Fgy96a, GJK96b, Gpsn98, Gpsn99, Hl93a, Hks97a, Hks97b, K96, Kras94a, KOS94, KoO95b, KoO95a, Lp99, Lcl92, Lh93b, Mei92, Msi95f, Ms99n, NW98, Ok98, Pai98a, Pai98b, Ped91d, Rab94, Rto94, Sch92b, Sch91, Sti93a, Agy95a, BC95a, Bl93, Bdv93, Bdv93, Bdv93, Bdv94, Bg95, Bdv96, Bg96, Bdh97, Bdv98, Bgd99, Bur96, CDGV91, Cmp97, Cmgw97, Df93, Ddb95a, Ddb95b, Dwo91, Fdb93b, Fgy96b, Fr95c, Ffo98, Gm95b, Gpsn97, Hjk95, Hwa92d, Hc96, Hlc99, Jm93, Jmo95a, Jmo95b, Jar96, Koa95a, Ko96, Koa97, Mao98, Mpsv99, Ok96a, Okt93, Ok96b, Ok95, Pad98, Ps98a, Pad91b, Ped91e, Rd96a]. sharing [Rd96b, Sta96a, Sc97, Tc91, Zhs94, Vd95b, Van97a, Kol95]. Shark [Rdp96, Wg97]. Shawn [Sha99a]. Shedding [HPG98, Yyh98]. Shelf [Hat96, Ag95]. Shell [Car99, Sch99a]. Shift [Go96b, Gol94, G95a, G91, Go95, Ps97]. shift-register [G95a]. Shifting [Lmb905]. Ship [NS98a, Rp98]. Ship-Board [NS98a]. Shipping [Ano95k]. Shooting [Aga92]. Shop [Ano97r]. Short [Kra94a, Ste94a, Wie90b, Ow96, Bc95a, Coh94, Har94, Joh99, Vw96, Vw97, Wie90a]. Shortage [Dj98a]. Should [Way93c, Yy96, Ano95c, Riv98c]. shrinking [Ms95a, Ms95b, Mi96]. Sis [NIS93b, Nat92b]. shu [Xt9W94]. SIAM [ ACM97b]. sicher [Ano97-29]. sicher [Hor99]. Side [Ksw98a, Ksw98b, KSW98c, Sva99b, Yy96]. sides [M99b]. Siege [Eh96]. Siegenthaler [Ms99b]. Siemens [Ano97-27, Bro97, Dav98c, Mac98, Se98b, Tj97]. Sieve [Llmp90, L993a, Per93, Cde96, Gor93b, Pm94]. sifrovani [Gar98c]. SIGACT [ACM99a]. SIGGRAPH [ACM99c, B96b]. Sight [Phi98]. SIGINT [My98]. Sign [M92, Gr97, Gr99, Web98, Br96c]. Signal [Iee97c, Iee97d, Iee97k, LW96, Pit95, She92e, T98]. Signalling [Lin98]. Signals [Ak99, Bth96, Dd98m, Mhw98]. Signature [Aa95, Acc97, Aw94, Int91a, Nis94, Ano96e, Ano97-29, Bp97a, Bm99a, Bm99b, Bm96b, Bm96c, Bra93a, Cs97a, Cm99a, Cg98, Ch98, Ck95, Cdf95, Cd95, Dmpw98, Dq94, D9y1e, Dn94, Fl99a, Fk98y98, Fom91, Foo91, Gp99, Gqw91, Hj97xx, Kks97, Ks98d, Kpg99, Kob98c, Kras, Lk96, Lhw98, Lk99, Lh94, Ll98, M94, M99a, Mer90b, Mer97, Mh96, Mss98, Ms98, Miy96, Mon93, Nat91, Nat92a, Nat94c, Nat94a, Nm959b, Na97, Nm98, Nm99, Nis93a, Off93, Ok93b, Pf94, P98, Ps96c, Pj99, Rgy97, Rdk98, Rv93c, Dr94b, Sc96a, Sch93b, Sch94e, Sk97a, Se96, Sim93, Sin98, Sb93, Snp99, Zha98, Zhe97b, Ztr99, Am95, Ame96a, Ark99, Al93a, Aw95, Ale97, Bd98a, Bis90, Boy97, Bur96.
Smart-Card [Roh99, ABKL91, ABKL93, CJRR99b].

Smartcard [Ano98h, Ano99b, USE99c, Ano97, Ara93, Bam97, Ano98g, CH94b, IH99b, KK99a].

Smartcards [Bla96a, Bla96b, Sch90a, DR99a, IH99a, IHR99, MDS99].

SmartLink [Ano93k].

smooth [Odl94a, VZ97].

SNAKE [MSK99b].

Snefru [BS91f].

SNMP [Sta96a, IH99a, IHR99, MDS99].

SNMP-CORBA [VDDR99].

SNMPv2 [GM93a].

snoop [Ano94h].

Soar [Gar97b].

SOBER [BP99a].

Soccer [BL99, CM99d, INDI99, PWU99].

Societal [Sta97b].

Societies [IEE92d, IEE94f, IEE95c].

Society [Ano98f, IEE92c, IEE93b, IEE94d, Mar96, DL96, KG96, Tas98].

Socio [SM99].

Socio-technical [SM99].

Sockets [ZG96].

SOCKS [Lee96, McM96].

Soft [NS98a].

Software [Abr97, Ano93j, Auc96, AG99, Bal97, Bih97b, BD94, CD97, Cla98a, CT99b, DBVD96, DF91c, DS89a, Gar97a, GO96a, Gut98b, HK92, JH98, KP96b, LU95, Lacs93, Lec99, Lut94, Mat96b, Mer91, MI97, RAS94, RC94a, RC94b, SW94a, Sch99c, SK96a, SK96b, SK96c, SW95a, SW97b, SK97c, She95b, You96, And94a, Ano95k, Bih97c, BP97b, DH96a, Des95, Goll96d, Knu99c, Pre95a, SS98a, SAM97, Str93a, Str93b, Vau98e, Woo90].

Software-Optimised [RC94a, RC94b].

software [MM95].

SOI [NF99].

Solaris [Sun91b].

SOLID [Ano97r, CK95, Gut96].

solid-state [Gut96].

Solution [GO96c, Law98, LR98, WD98].

Solutions [HM98, MSK99a].

solve [WSFC99].

Solved [Ano97c, Ano98c, Rec98].

Solving [LO91b, Lew92, MS96, OMV98, Per99].

SOM [BBN96].

Some [Abe98b, AT99, BBL95, Bri90a, BS91g, CD95, CRRY99, CL98, Des98c, EvH91, FDB93a, Gi99, Gui97, HGH98, Hub91, HCY96a, Kn99a, KP95, KLY98, La92, LP94, Li90, MSS98, OK98, Sim97, TCH91, Wag98b, Cao99, Cha95a, FDB93b, Goll97c, Lan96, RD96a, SM98b, TH99, Koo97].

Someone [MB99a].

Something [Sva98].

Son [CFK91].

soon [Pri94].

sophisticated [Mei98].

Sought [Ano97z].

Sound [CJRR99a, MGL98, Ano96l].

Soundness [DE99].

sounds [BDC95].

Source [Sch94g, Sch96a, Sch94h, Zim95b, Zim96a, Zim96b].

sourcebook [Ban94, Rot95a].

Sources [ADDB99, Cor99, Un94c].

Southcon [IEE96f].

Southcon/96 [IEE96f].

Soviet [COP95a, HK99a].

SP [STP93].

Space [AR99, BC95c, FP99, Gar97c, HBK99, KV99, KI96, SCG99, BB90, Mra95, Pad98, Sze98].

space-filling [BB90].

spaced [It90].

spaceflight [CWM91].

Spaces [BP95a, DFB93a, FDB93b, Koz96, Son99].

Spain [Mau96b].

Spoke [CFK91].

Span [BDS98, DQ94, HL93a, VBD99].

Spanning [Aga92].

SPARC [Sun91b].

Sparse [LO91b].

Spass [WABC99].

Spatial [BP95a, FDB93a, FDB93b, Koz96, Son99].

Speakeasy [LU95].

speaking [LC95].

spearhead [Ano98h].

SPEC [DDJ98a].

Special [vD97, FT99b, MP94, SS99e, SS99f].

Specific [ADDB99, EvH93, Kha93, LMS97].

Specification [GB93, HJTW99, LL97a, Otu99, SW94a, Tou92].

Specifications [KS98a, Nat92b].

Specified [Gui97, HCC98].

Specifying [SW94a].

Specs [Got99].

Spectral [WF94].

Spectrum [CKLS97, She94c, CKLS96b, CKLS96c, Dix94, KSB96b, KSB97, LL98, OP98].

Speech [DMFB97, Eri97b, GDS91, IEE97d, IEE97e, Lud97, SW95b, All97, CW94].
Speeches [Bar94]. Speed
[ARV99a, ARV99b, Ano99c, Ano99e, DP98a,
DP98b, Ebe93, FVEA99, IMI93b, Koc94,
LS97, MPPS95, SKNO98a, SKNO98b,
SW97a, SW97b, She92d, She95b, IMI93a,
Kap98, KAK96, Lam99, Nor95a, HKSW98,
HKRS99, Zhe97a]. Speeding
[ADEDS99, KT93, McK99, Tes98]. spi
[AG97b, AG97c, AG97a]. Spiculated
[ZTR99]. Spin [RK99]. Spite [Wai90]. SPJ
[TL99]. SPLICE [HC95b]. SPLICE/AS
[HC95b]. Split [Cool97]. Splittting
[Coc97]. Splitting [Sga91b].
SPM [CV93]. SPN [Kob99].
SPN-Structures [Kob99]. Spoofing
[SVxW91]. SPRC [Wol93b]. Spread
[CKLS97, Dix94, She94c, CKLS96b,
CKLS96c, KSB96b, KSB97, LLB98, OP98].
Spreading [SB94, KSB96a]. Spring
[DG99d]. Springer [Hat96].
Springer-Verlag [Hat96]. Spurs [Lea99].
SPX [Ara93b]. Spy [WS96c, Win91].
spy-catching [WS96c]. Spymasters
[Cha90]. SQL [CM98]. SQL*Net [Ano95k].
Square [DKR97b, DKK97a, EPR99b,
EPR99a, Gar98a]. squares [BSNP97].
squeamish [AGLL95]. SRA [SSH93]. SSH
[Sar97]. SSL
[Ano97r, FKK96, WS96a, WS96b, WS97].
ssmail [BRW09]. Stabbing [Aga92].
Stability [Wed99, DX99]. Stabilization
[YMW99]. Stabilizer [BS99a]. Stage
[Ano97d]. staircase [MK92]. Stakes
[GO96c]. stamp [HS91]. Stamping
[BL998, BS99]. Stamps [HS95].
Standard [AA95, Acc97, Int91a, Nat93b,
Ano93f, NIS94, Ano95i, Ano95j, Ble98a,
Com94a, Com94b, FIP99b, FIP94, Gar98a,
Gar98b, Kal97a, RAS93f, Law98, Len96,
LM91b, Nat91, Nat93a, NIS93b, Nat94a,
Nat95, Nat97b, Nat98, Nat99a, Natxx,
NIS93a, Nys99, RAS93d, RAS95c, RAS93e,
RAS93a, RSA99b, RP94, RD99a, RD99b,
SB93, Ano90, Ano95c, CCN95, LM91a,
Nat93c, NMVR95a, Pri94, Rev91, Tha91,
Un196a, Ada98, ARW99, ABK98a, Ano94b,
Ano95n, Ano97h, Ano97b, Ano97x, Bar91,
Bas98, Bas95, BS93b, Bir95, CMKK98,
Cop94a, DD98a, Den90, Gai90, Gar98b,
HK98, HK99d, Hub98, Joh90, Kap98, KIM97,
Mat94a, Nat92a, Nat92b, Nat94b, Nat94c,
Nat94d, Nat99c, NMVR95b, NBD+99, Pai96,
Per91, RSA93b, RP94, Riv93c, She95b,
She92g, Sim95, SB92, SB99, Wil93a, Ano95c].
Standardisation [Ved98].
Standardization [Ano96k, Pre93b].
Standardized [Ano95n]. Standards
[Ano90, Ano95n, Ano96k, Ano97x, Ano97y,
Ano97z, Ano98i, DD99d, Spi99, Gar98a,
Gar98b, Got99, GO96c, IEE94b, Kal93a, Kal99,
MBB98, PP96, Ano92b]. Standards-Based
[BS97]. Stanford [IEE98b]. Stanica
[YT96]. Stanley [vdWS97, vS97]. Star
[Ano97r, HI97]. starts [Ano96l]. State
[FGS96, Lan98, LF99, Mjo93, NM96a, Pre98c,
PR98, Pre99, She92e, Wol93a, Wol93b, Zaj97,
BFS92a, BFS92b, Gut96, PGV93d, Ri996].
State-industry [Zaj97]. State-of-the-Art
[She92e]. Stateless [BG99].
STATEMATE [JH98]. Statement
[II96]. States
[Chis97, Chis99, Lev91, Mil95, UU97b]. Station
[BMM99b, SMI98b]. Station-to-Station
[BMM99b]. Statistical
[De99, GC91, GSV99, GUS96, PNFK95,
NO98, Tha91, GKS97]. Statistics
[BBDF97, IEE94a, FO90]. Status
[Dob96b, FL99b, Nat99c, NBD+99, Ros95b].
Stay [MK94]. Staying [Rit99]. Steady
[MHP99]. Steal [Wai99b]. Steganalysis
[East98, JI98c]. Steganographia [Reed98].
Steganographic [ANS98a, CM97c, NHB98,
ZFQP98, ZFK98]. Steganographic
[MPS94]. Steganography [All98, And96b,
AP98, Cac98, Cra98, CI96, DS96, FJM+96,
Joh97a, Joh97b, JJ98b, JJ98a, JJ98e,
Kah96a, MT94, Mau97c, NNEK97, Phi98,
Rho95, WW98a, Cai96, Cra97]. Steiner
[ZW99]. step [Ano97d]. Steps [GO96b].
Stern [Cus97]. Still [BI99, Mei98, BBCP97].

Stockholders [MS99a]. Stop [BP97a, PP97, SSNP99, vHPP93, Pif96c].


store-and-forward [CadHSV96]. Stored [SV99a, SV99b, Lee95, SvS98].

Story [DDJ98g, DDJ98h, Pra96, Ritxx, Ell97, Hag98, HS93, Kah96b, Wel97]. STRATA [PMP99].

Strategies [AWV99, CO98, Dae95, KFJP96]. Strategy [Gar97a, KTM+99, OMV98].

Stream [AM97, BD94, Cha94a, CS91, Cla97, Cla98a, DC98b, Din94, DNRS97, Gol97d, Gol99b, JJ99b, LS97, Mau91a, MS91, PK95a, PK95b, Pen96, Rob95b, Ros98a, SK97b, SK97a, She94a, She94d, War98, ZYW91, ZG96, BK95a, DGV94b, DX91, Gol95b, Gol99b, JV98a, LRW93, Tay94]. Stream-Cipher [ZYWR91].

Streams [GR97, PSB97].

Street [KS98b, Sim98c, HRT96, Law98].

Strength [HK98, HK99d, Cop94a, KM97, Mat95]. strengthen [BB95a]. Strengthened [MB94a].

Strengthening [MB94a]. Stretch [Pa99b]. Stretching [And96b]. strict [SZZ94a, YT96, Cus96, CS96c, O'C94].

string [Ole95]. string-rewriting [Ole95].

Strings [Gol96b]. Strong [CvHP91, Gar97b, Gut98b, GS99b, PW97c, RS98e, RSxx, Sil97b, Sil97a, WD99b, Woi98, ZZ96, DLP93, DT93, MCD98b, SZZ95b, Sze98, Ver98b, YWY99]. Stronger [FS97b, MAM95, SVAA+98]. Stronghold [Ano97]. Strongly [Mau91d].

Strongly-Randomized [Mau91d].


Studies [WD97, DN95a, Ger99b]. Study [BPP99, Dae99, LBHM99, LL98, Sch99d, Gua90, LMS97, Sta97a, Zhou94]. subband [TKS98].

Subcommittee [Un98d, Un97b, Un95a]. Subcommittees [Un98e]. subgroup [Boy97]. subgroups [ML98]. Subjective [Joe98]. Subliminal [BDI+96, Gru98, KI97, SI93b, SI94, Sch93b, Sch94e, Sim93, Sim94d, Sim94c, Sim96a, Sim97, Des96b, Sim98a, Sim98b, YL97a]. Subliminal-Free [BDI+96]. Sublists [Rus93a]. submanifolds [Mra95].

Submission [Ada98, CMKK98, BT97, Zun98]. Submissions [SKW+99a, SKW+99b].

Submit [Law98]. Subquadratic [BBP95a, BBP95b]. Subscribers [GC97].

subscribe [Mau91b]. Subsegments [KPR99]. Subset [NS99b, CJL+92].

Substitution [CT99a, HS90, PRAM98, SZZ94b, ZZ96, Ata94, FS93, Frid92b, HT95, O'C95, Zan90]. Substitution-Permutation [CT99a, HT95, O'C95, Zan90]. Subtitle [Mer90b]. success [Blo98c, TY94].

successful [HA94b]. successfully [AI 96].

Successor [Ano97z]. Sufficient [MSN99, Rus93b, Rom90b]. Suggested [Bih91]. Suggestions [Mat96b].

suitable [CCZ98, Kob90, MZI98, Miy93a, Nac93, NM94, XL98, YL96a]. Sum [NS99b, CJL+92, JV98a].

Summary [CFG99, DY91d, Uni96a]. summation [Daw93]. Summer [USE94, Mye96].

Summit [CFK+91]. sums [BK98g, CFS97, Kob91c]. Sun [Bro97, Gar98b, Got99, Law98]. SunOS [Ste92, Sun91b]. Super [Sut99].

Supercomputer [DS95, She92e, Bam97]. Supercomputing [IEE91]. superhighway [BDC+95]. Superimposing [YY91].

supersafe [PP96]. Superscalar [Cla97].
superscritcher [Cra92, CF92].

Supersingular [BS91b]. Supervisory [KA99].
Supersingular [BS91b]. Supervisory [KA99].

Supporting [PK99, MI90]. Surmounting [CI96].
Surrounding [GA98]. Surveillance [CKN99, SB97].

Surveys [Ell99]. Susceptibility [AW94]. suspected [LHL95b, LHL95a]. swapping [TN97].

Swedish [LF97]. Swindles [Dob95b].
Switches [Bec99]. Switching [MOM91].

Switzerland [ACM97a, BCB97, IEE96c].
Swiss [Den95]. Sydney [KG93, SP90, VPM97]. Sylvester [Por98].

Symbolic [Wat91, AM99, BHKR97].
Symbols [Pes97, CS99]. Symmetric [Ada97a, Bir98, BDR+96, BFN08a, FO99b, Gus96, QG90, Roe94, YY98d, YY98b, BDJR97, Cra96, GHS93, H1099, Hwa93].

Symmetry [BS95d, PS97]. Symposium [ACM90, ACM91, ACM93b, ACM94c, ACM95, ACM96b, ACM97b, ACM97c, ACM98b, ACM99b, Ano99c, Com96, CMM93, DEQ92, Hei96a, IE93c, IE93e, IE94d, IE95b, IE96a, IE97f, IE97i, IE98a, IE99a, KK99b, Q+98, Sp95, SL93, USE93b, USE95b, USE96c, USE96g, USE98a, USE98d, USE99a, Wat91, Wol93a, Wol93b, Tv92]. synchronised [KI97]. Synchronization [DHS95, BCCG99].

Sync [Yah94, Gon92]. Synchronizing [Mau91a].
Synchronous [AMP99, NT99, DGV94b].
Syndrome [CS96a, ZYR91, ZH90]. Syntax [Kal98f, Kal98c, Kal98d, RSA93d, RSA93c, RSA93e, RSA99a]. Synthesis [HL99, Sab94]. synthetic [PGV93b, PGV94]. System [ANS98a, Ano97r, ADF98, AHMS99, BS99a, BLM99, BKS99, Bal97, BR97a, BM91a, Bie98, Bla94b, BHJM99, BG99, Bur94b, CIBM99, CD97, CM99b, Ch92, CC99c, CH94b, CM99d, DPD90, DT98a, DTDJ99, Far92, FK99, FO97, FR95d, Gan96b, Gar97a, GRB99, Go90a, GPSV98, GS99a, HJTW99, HCD99, HJL99, HE98, IND99, JO97, Jia99, KI99, KW99, LMP99, LW95, LC99, ML94a, MKL99, MR95a, Mar98a, Mau97b, MTV92, Mon93, NM99, NS98a, Nec96, PR99, PS99f, PK99, Rei92, Rus90, RH99, SYMI98, SSSW98, Sam98, STSW99, SCT99, SK96b, SK96c, Sch98b, SSP90, SM99, SKIT99, Tro93, Tun99, Var99b, WHFG92, WABC99, WW98a, WBBL99, WABM94, ZK96, ACC99, BBCP98b, Bax97, BMP97a, Bur94a, BD95b, Car94, CB96, Cus95, DSS99, Des95, DH96b, FM98b, HN94].
system [HI97, Hwa92a, HC95b, KM98b, Kwn97, LC96a, LCL95, MY93b, MKK99, MM95, Oel97, PS99e, PSW95, Sch99j, SY96b, SS95b, SS95c, TCH+91, TC91, Ven90, WSCF99, WABL93, ADDS91, Ano91a, Bax97, Bel92, Dan95, JD91, RC95, YK99, ZHJ98].
Systematic [BGH+91, Zav99, Men95b].
Systematising [MKL99]. Systeme [BGH95b]. Systems [ABLP93, AKP96, AKF94, Ako99, Ano94j, Ano95i, Ano96a, ADEDS99, AA97, AMP99, BDPSN95, Bar99, Bas93, BR91, BBD97, BF98a, CF95, DDJ98a, Dam91b, DFTY97, DY91a, DD99, DB96, ENK99, FJP96, FY95a, FY95b, FY99b, FOO91, GL96, GFB93, Gil98, GM90, GMW91, GK96, GS97, GM98, HGD98, HJ+xx, HH94, HP98b, IE93a, IE96b, IE96d, IE98e, IE99b, IH99a, KT96, Koc96b, KA99, KY92, LO91b, LQRS98, LABW92, Lan99, Lee99b, Mar99, Mes99a, MS95f, MDP94, Mu93, NT99, NAA99, Oka98a, Oka98b, PRAM98, Pes97, PL94, PS99f, PW97c, PS96b, PSN91, Pin97, Pit96b, PM99a, PD99b, RBV94, RG95, RIP95a, ST94, SN96, STS99b, DY91c,
SOOS95, SS90, She92a, SY92, Sta99, Tra99, USE96c, USE96a, USE99b, VC99, Var99a, Way93a. **Systems** [WL92b, WC97, Yac99a, Yac99b, YKB94, YMWP99, ZFKP98, ZFK+98, ARK99, AHJF97, AMS96, AM99, AC97, BY93c, BGT96, BP95b, CG05, DMW94, Dix94, Frn92b, Goo96, GKS97, Gru98, HJJ+97, IE97k, KG96, KP99b, LM98a, LABW91, LS98a, Lie93, MSN97, NIS92, Oht96, Ole95, Op96, PAK98, PA98b, PP92a, PP92b, PP95b, PP95a, RO96, SK97, SY96b, SG96b, SK97d, Sta97a, Sta94a, Sun91b, VP98, WL92a, WL92c, ZG96, DVQ96]. **Systolic** [SSS98, DF92, PJBM90]. **SZ42** [Dav98d]. **SZK** [GSV99]. **T** [YT96, PDGI99]. **T-Team** [PDGI99]. **T52** [Dav98c]. **T52e** [Sel98b]. **Table** [KMKH99, Has99, Hor95]. **Tableaux** [Mas99a]. **Tableaux-99** [Mas99a]. **Tables** [DRR95, JC98, lPNdbbbprm91]. **Tactical** [IKM99]. **Tagging** [Lud97]. **Tailoring** [CGM96]. **Talent** [DDJ98e, DDJ98f]. **Talk** [Deu97, Lei99b, Wat99, BS91c, Sim91]. **Talking** [HH99]. **Tamper** [Auc96, BDHJ98, KK99a, Zhe95b]. **tamper-free** [Zhe95b]. **Tamper-Resistant** [Auc96, KK99a]. **Tamper-proof** [Zhe95b]. **Technological** [UFC94]. **Technologies** [Dan96, DDS98, Aus96, BGV97a, BK94b, BS95e, Oht96, Uni96a]. **Technology** [Int91a, Ano96l, Ano98j, AA97, Ban93, BDDG99, DKK+98, Fol99, Gar98a, Gar98b, GN95b, Hat96, II96, IEE94b, IEE98d, Lic94, Lin93c, NFQ99, Riv98c, USE99c, AnoS99a, DS97b, Gil97, ISO97, Ril96, Ros94, Smi97a, VB96, CFK+91, Ers99, Ano99b]. **Telecollaboration** [Fuc99]. **Telecommunications** [IEE97e, UN94, Mac98]. **Telemedicine** [Ano97-29]. **Teleperubatan** [Ano97-29]. **Telephone** [Gar97a]. **Telephony** [Ban94, Gar97b, MB99a, Mar95b]. **teletype** [Mac98]. **TELNET** [SSH93, Ala93b, Bor93a, Bor93b, Bor93c]. **Temporal** [KV99]. **Temporary** [KRJ98]. **Tennessee** [IEE94e]. **TeraSpell** [Ano97s]. **Term** [EO95b, CHN97, EO95a]. **Terminal** [Con98, Con99a]. **Terminals** [Ano99e, ADSW99, Lam99]. **Terminology** [Pf96a]. **Ternary** [PKA+98]. **Terrorists** [Uni98j, Uni98k]. **Terschelling** [TV94]. **Tesla** [Ano97t]. **TESS** [Dan95]. **Test** [DS97a, Law98, MOM91, SS91, DLP93, Graxx, Gre90, ZYR90]. **Testing**

Tetherless [Law98]. Texas [ACM97c, ACM98b, Ano94d, IEE92b, USE98d]. Text [Bar93a, Bar93b, Cai96, CD97, LM98b, PF94, PBGV90, CFK’91, Sga94, SHG98].

Textual [JKVP99]. Teyjus [NM99]. Theft [Gur97]. Their [BK95c, BL96b, BL96a, Con99b, GPT91a, GMW91, JMSI96, K96, Len99b, OO90, SY96a, SG99b, Tra99, VDDR99, AA99, BHSV98b, BHSV98a, BV93c, BV93b, Car98, DDB95a, DDB95b, Don98, Eng99, HMP95, KT91b, LN94, LM96, NM96b, SS99, SI93b, TY92, ‘YY98a].

Theme [Way95]. Theorem [AA93, FK99, GQ95, HEQL98, H94a, DiDPS96, Sga91a, WWH95]. Theoretic [Buc91a, Cac98, Cle91, MW96a, Mau99a, Mau99b, MO99, Ped91d, PB99a, STP93, W98, APDS93, Kos97, Ped91b, Ped91c, Sga91a, Sga93, Shp99b].

theoretical [Sak97, van97a]. Theoretically [AR99, Mau97a]. Theories [T’98]. Theory [ACM90, ACM91, ACM93b, ACM94c, ACM95, ACM96b, ACM97c, ACM98b, ACM99b, Ber96b, BMP’97b, Car97b, CFK+91, Dam90a, Dam91a, Dav91, De 95, DS99, Fum97, GQ95, He94, IEE94a, IRR93, IZ98, IZ99, KM96a, KR99a, K9b, LOX99, LABW92, LW91, Mau96b, Mau96a, MDP94, NK94, NC97, OiDP98, PSN95b, PG90, Q90, Q95, R93e, SG98b, Hil94, Lag90, LABW91, Lox90, MW98a, Mau99b, MeC90b, Mei92, Ny98b, Pom90a, Rac90, Sch93a, Sch90c, Sch97c, Sga91a, Shp99a, Ste99b, Si95, Tat98, Tat99].

There [RL96, Zha97, Way93b]. Therefore [FJM+96]. these [Ano98h]. They’re [Wri94]. Third [AAB+97, Fra99, MKS99, RS98b, Spi95, Uni95a, ACM91, G96d, G94b, GK95b].

Third-Party [AAB+97]. Thirteenth [IEE94f, USE99b]. thirtieth [ACM98b].

Three [Ano95a, BR95b, HEQL98, KS97b, Ng99, OMA98, SN96, FR95b, OMA97, XZZ98]. Three-Dimensional [OMA98, OMA97].

Three-Party [Ng99, XZZ98]. Threshold [BBC93b, BBC93a, CGJ’99, DF90, Des93, Des94a, Des98a, OF98, Gem97, HHT93, HHT97, J90, KOO95b, KOO95a, LH93a, LH94, LH95b, LH95a, MKS99, NP98a, Oka98a, Oka98b, PM98, Ra98, Sti98b, SS99, Zha98, CG99, Bh95, CMTN94, DDB95a, DDB95b, F92, GJKR96a, Lan95, Lan96, LL97b, M99, Ped91c, SG98, SS94, TJ99, W94a, X99].


Tiger [AB96b]. Tighter [Hur98]. tickets [Gar96a, Gar97d]. Till [Mar95a]. Time [BM96a, BL98, BDS98, BF99, CM98, CGB’93, DDJ99, DJHP98, DF91c, F95, GFB93, H95s, IR99, J99c, KR99a, MGL’98, Mar99, MSH99, NA95, New98, RH99, Sch99i, Tro93, VBD99, Yac99a, Yac99b, ACC99, B98d, BHS93, BM96b, BM96c, BK98f, G95s, HS91, IEE94b, M99].

Time-stamp [HS91].

Time-Stamping [BL98, BHS93].


Timeliness [Yah94]. Timely [KYP92].

Timestamp [W99]. Timetabling [CC99c].

Timing [DS98b, EH96, HK98, HK99d].
[BFS96, Cha90, CvHP91, CR91, DY91f, Tay95, BMS96, Des90b, HW98c].

unreadable [PBBC97]. Unencrypted [Pfi95]. Undang [Ano97t-29].

Undang-undang [Ano97-29]. Undeniable [CvHP91, DY91f, FOO91, GKR97, SY96a, BCDP91, DP96, HY93a, Jak95, LWC96, Ped91a].


Unified [FBS97, Mau96a, OG95]. uniform [AWV99, Nyb94]. Union [Gar97c]. Unique [Fil95, CGV94]. Uniqueness [WW98b].

Unit [Un94b]. United [Cl97, Cli99, D98, Lam97, Un98h, Un97c, Cli95a, Cli98k, UU97b, Cli99, Lev91, Mil95, Sch98a].

Univariate [Cop95c]. Universal [AW94, AS96, BB97, CHSV96, EPR99b, EPR99a, KP99a, Sho96, Sti91b].

Universality [SS91]. Universally [Abe98a, BC93a]. Universe [Ros95a].

University [CFK+91, IEE98b, KG93, RBCE99, SKIT99, PDG99]. UNIX [Ano93c, Gar97c, IHR99, JF91, LT91, USE90, USE92b, USE93, USE95b, WB92, Car99, De93a, ZG96, Ano92a].

Unknown [BM999b, Pa99a]. Unlinkable [SSG99].


Uncatchable [WP90, Wa90].

Untraceable [OO90]. Untrusted [SK98a].

Untruths [For99]. Unveil [GC97, Gar98a].

Unveiling [Jam98].

update [Ano94i, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95n, Ano96b, Ano96k, Ano97c, Ano97y, Ano97z, Ano98i, MGL+98, Pin98, Ros95b, Ros96d, Ros97b, Ste99c, Wie97, Wie98a]. updated [Ano97t].

upon [BMP97a, CCH98, LCL95]. Upper [Fe98, A96, O94]. Urge [BG98].

Urgent [Pra96]. URL [Zuk98b]. USA [???90, Ano98f, AA97, Au98, Bri92, Bri93, Cop95d, Des94b, HF97, IEE97g, IEE97e, IEE98c, IE98e, Ke97e, Kob96, KP99b, Kra98, SJ97, Sti93b, Sti94, USE91, USE93, USE94, USE95b, USE95c, USE95a, USE95f, USE99a, USE99b, USE99c, USE99d, Wie99].

Usability [WT99, CG05]. USACM [Ano97t-30]. Usage [End97]. Use [ADBB99, BCE+94, Bra90a, CFGS99, Con99b, Gan96a, Gar97a, Gar97b, GC97, GK98, HLL99, Iss90, KR95c, Koh90, Lan99, MG98a, MG98b, Por91, Rud91, SB94, Zuk98a, BDHJ97, BR97b, Cha94b, Cli99, CG05, Gil97, Joh90, Sti93c, Zer96a].

Used [GS94a, S96, Car97c, Car98, Gau97, Kuk99, Sch91b, SX90, van97a].

USERNET [Bis91]. Usenix [USE99d, Com96, Ros96a, Ros96e, Ros96f, Ros97b, Ros98b, Ros98c].

User [AKF94, BE90, Bus96, Dra99, Gog99, Go90a, GN95b, IS99, KCT94a, KCT94b, PMP99, RRSW97a, RRSW97b, SYM98, SCT99, Zim95a, DF91b, MC96, Mu92, RSA94, RT93, SJS98, Sta95b].


Users [Hel98a, WK97, Sta94a].

Uses [Swi97, DKB97b, Sc99g].

using [CGM97b, CPPK98, CB96, Cle96, Dan97, GK99b, GBL94, Gor93b, Hor95, ISO97, Jak95, JM96a, KR95a, KC95, Kar96, Kay95, Koc95, KH97, KH98a, LC96b, LC96c, MHP95, MS95c, MS95d, Mit92a, NT93, MS95e, RP94, RS98a, RT93, SSM94, SD97, Su98, SZT98b, SZTB98, Tak97, Til98, VZ97, VP98, Whi93, Wil93a, Yam98a, Zho94, dR95].

Utah [USE95b].

Utility [Zol93, Vu95].

Utilization [GRB99].

Utilize [MSO96].

utilizing [SW95a].

V [IEE92a].

V1.0 [Lim99, RSA99a].

v2.0 [Ano97r, RSA99b].

V32bis [Ano93k].

V5 [IEE96a].

Validating [Gai90].

Validation [DDNM98, GS99a, RB99, Ste96].

Validity [GMW91, Kuk99].

Value [Ack98, Oko97, Tay94].

Values [GS94a, Tho96].

Vancouver [Yua92].

Vanstone [Kie98, NS97c, NS97b, Sha99a].

Vaporware [DDJ98e, DDJ98f].

Variable [BR99a, BR99b, DW94, GK95b, Sch94b, Su98, TN96a, TN96b, ZPS93].

Variable-Input-Length [BR99a, BR99b].

Variable-Length [Sch94b, Su98].

Variance [Kas96].

Variants [CRRY99, MSS98, RS99a, Sha95a].

variation [CCN95].

variations [Zho94].

varieties [Fir92b].

Various [GQW+91].

Vasculature [BAL99].

Vatican [Alv98a].

Vector [ADEDS99, TK99, TYD99, CCH98, MTN97, Pad98, dR95].

vectors [LM93c, Mat91, MLA91].

Vegas [ACM95, AA97].

Vehicle [CKN99].

Vendors [Gar97a, Gar97b, Gar98a, GB98].

Venona [HK99c, Pea97].

Ventura [Nat98, RD99a].

VerCheck [MGL+98].

Verdict [Wri94].

Veri [SY99].

Veri-KoMoD [SY99].

Verifiable [Abe98a, AGY95b, CG98, Cre90, FR95c, GM95b, Ped91d, Sch99i, VBD99, AGY95a, BD98a, Bur96, FO98, Mao97, MILY93, Ped91b, Ped91e, Sta96a].

Verification [Abe98a, AB97, BGR98a, Bol98a, Bol98b, CDF915, DS97a, GFB93, GS99a, HL92, MM99a, Na97, OM93, PM98, PV98, SM95a, SY99, Tou93, WW98b, YY99a, BGR98b, Bol97, BS95c, Des90a, Dwo91, JC98, JW01, Mea95, YL95a, YM98, ZL99].

Verifications [GMV98].

Verifier [JMS96].

Verifiers [PM98].

Verify [DS97d, Chi99a, Chi99b].

Verifying [LHB96, Sa91, DN95b, Pau98].

Verlag [Hat96].

Verl¨assliche [BGH95b].

Vermont [IEE96a].

Verschl¨usselungssysteme [Wal98].

Verschl¨usselungsverfahren [Ger97].

Version [An97r, An98r, BC93a, BP98e, DB96, FKK96, Gar97b, Kal98b, Kal98d, Kal98e, KS98a, RSA93f, Lim99, MT99a, McM96, RSA93a, RSA94, DY91c, SS99b, SM98b, WABC99, CLW98, GM93a, Gib95, Bor93b, Lin96b].

Versus [MGL+98].

Vertraulichkeit [FT95].

Very [HMV93, MS90, PF94, Yua92, SN94].

Veto [OK96a].

VHDL [Oel97].

via [BR96b, BCKxx, BM95, BS95d, DS90a, DN95a, DN93, EPR99b, EPR99a, Fuc99, HS94, JJ99b, NW98, UFC94].

Vibration [Nas94, NA95].

VICS [Uni96a].

VICTOR [OSA91].

Victorian [Abe98b].

Video [An99e, BF99, DLF97, DS97c, DS98, HG97c, KBR97, KH98b, LT98, MT94, SJ97, SB98, SZT98a, WK97, WW98a, ZL99, BB90, BCB97, CPO+98, CHO+98, CKLS96c, DS97b, HG96, HG97e, HG97d, HG98, HW97, HW98a, Lam99, Oht96,
Video-based [WKHG97, BCB97].
Video-Steganography [MT94]. Vienna
View [CK95, Lan98, MUSM98, MM96a, STP93, Ste91, ZL99, Ano97i, Pri94, UU97a, Wad93].
Viewpoint [Ste91].
Views [DDJ98e, DDJ98c, DDJ98f, DDJ98a, DDJ98d, DDJ98b, DDJ98g, DDJ98h, DDJ99, Eri97b, TLS99].
VII [IEE99b].
VIL [AB99a, AB99b].
VIL-MACs [AB99a, AB99b]. Village [Ber97b].
Vinegar [KS98d, KPG99].
VINO [DW94].
Virginia [ACM93a, ACM94a, IEE94a].
Virtual [DFGH99, GB98, HL99, CCH98, LS98a].
VirtuFlex [Ano97s].
Virus [BGG95, Hig97b, Nac97, LFSY94, OY91].
Viruses [Hig97a, Whi90, Coh94].
VIS [BGH95b]. Visa [Lea99, Gau97].
Visibility [LE99].
Vision [CKN99, HCDC99, PJ99, SW95b, SKT99, CS99, RP97b].
Vision-Based [SKIT99].
visit [JQ98a].
Visited [FY95b].
Visual [ABDS96, B996, BD98b, DDM97, Dro96, HKS97a, HKS97b, JKVP99, KI96, NS95, NP97, PKA+98, PZ98, PNFK95, Sha98, St98b, BW97, Ger99b].
Visualisation [MM99b].
Visualization [Jan99, PH91, GTW94].
Visualize [BW98].
VLDB [Yua92].
VLIW [Cla97].
VLSI
[CK99, Mas91, Pai96, Pos98, Vad95, Zim99].
VoD [GMDS98]. Voice
[CM97b, MB99a, Cha94b, Int91b]. vol.
[Ano97-28].
volume [Kat97]. Voting
[Boy90, JT97a, Mr93, NR94, SK94, SK95, Sch99, FO093].
vowel [Lip98].
Voyager [AHMS99].
Vries [GK95b].
VRML
[Gar97b, Gar98a].
vs
[DP99, GA98, Tho96, Uni98a, Uni98d].
VSP
[YEA+98].
Vulnerabilities [Sch98d].
Vulnerability [Gar97c, AFB95].
W [YT96].
WA [USE99b]. Wafers
[Gar97a].
waggery [Beu94]. Waldmeister
[HJL99]. Wall [HRT96, Law98].
Wallet [CP93].
Wallets [DT98a].
Walsh [SBS97].
Wang [vT93].
Want [Rot97, Way93c].
Wanted [Bra95d, Hii97, PKA+98].
War
[Alv98b, AK99, Dav98a, Don98, Law98, Mon96, Rat96, Wei99, Mar98b, Hin93, Joh95].
Warden [Cra98, Cra97].
Warranty
[EKLM99, TLS99].
Warhousing
[BMNL99].
warfare [Den99, Rot95a].
WARM
[MPL99].
WARM-UP [MPL99].
Warning [Gar97c].
Warrant [LWY95].
Warranty-Based
[FKMY98].
Wars [GC97].
warum [MPS94].
Was [CFK+91, Dea98b, Kru98, Mon96].
Washington
[HF97, USE98a, USE99a, DDJ98c, DDJ98f].
WASS
[PS99b, PS99c].
Watch
[Cha99a, Rit99, Sch99h].
watchdog
[MHPS96].
Water
[WF94].
Watermark
[Ano97o, CKLS96a, ONT98, SY98, TRS+93, WD96, vTO94, And98, Ano93a, CKLS96b, CMYY97, PBB97, TOH98, XBA97, YEA+98].
watermarked
[BP98b, BP98c, RRP97].
Watermarking
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